Youth in Action Programme
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Round 1
Description of the projects selected for funding
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ACTION 1 – YOUTH FOR EUROPE
ACTION 1.1 – YOUTH EXCHANGE
REFERENCE:

175519-1.1-DE-2010-R1

TITLE:

Bruckenschlag: Kunst

Description:

Die Jugendlichen sind an der Gestaltung der Begegnung aktiv beteiligt. So
werden sie bereits im Vorfeld nach ihren inhaltlichen Interessen und Neigungen
gefragt, um das Programm auf sie abstimmen zu können. Die Jugendlichen
wählen selbst aus dem Workshopangebot aus, für welches Thema bzw. welche
Kunstform sie sich interessieren, so dass sie dann auch eine höhere Motivation
mitbringen sich zu engagieren. Gerade für die Jugendlichen mit einer geistigen
Behinderung ist dieser Ansatz etwas Besonderes, da sie in ihrem Alltag häufig in
Entscheidungsprozesse nicht mit einbezogen werden. Die Musik ist dabei ein
gutes Mittel, um eine gleichberechtigte Partizipation zu erreichen. Während die
einen Jugendlichen möglicherweise schwierige Instrumente spielen und Stücke
selbst "komponieren" können, sind die anderen immerhin in der Lage zu
trommeln und ein Rhythmusgefühl zu entwickeln. Die Jugendlichen können an
vielen Stellen des Programms wählen, für welche Workshops und Methoden sie
sich interessieren, so dass sie selbst "ihr" Programm zusammen basteln können.
Um auch Jugendlichen mit einer (schweren) kognitiven Behinderung diese
eigenständigen Entscheidungen zu ermöglichen wird während der
Brückenschlag-Reihe die SIVUS-Methode (vgl. Janßen 2009: SIVUS. Ein Modell
ganzheitlichen Lernens) angewendet. Die Methode geht von einem dialogischen
Menschenbild aus und davon, dass vor allem durch eigenständiges Handeln und
in Gruppe gelernt werden kann. Sie ist ein wichtiger Schritt auf dem Weg von
der Bevormundung zur Selbstbestimmung. Bei dem Projekt kommen Menschen
aus vier europäischen Ländern zusammen, die sich und ihre kultureilen
Hintergünde kennen lernen wollen. Es ist dabei wichtig, Kultur nicht nur als
Nationalkultur zu betrachten, sondern anzuerkennen, dass jeder der
Teilnehmenden seine eigenen kulturellen Hintergründe mit in das Projekt
einbringt (z.B. unterscheidet sich die Biographie eines Mehrheits-Westdeutschen
deutlich von der eines Deutsch-Polen, der in Ostdeutschland lebt. Doch gelten
beide auf den ersten Blick nur als Deutsche). Diese kulturelle Dlversität
anzuerkennen und gegensätzliche Herangehensweisen zu akzeptieren, erfordert
von den Teilnehmenden eine hohe Ambiguitätstoleranz.Gerade diese Toleranz
für Anderes und auf den ersten Blick Fremdes kann im Verlauf der Begegnung
entstehen, da die Jugendlichen bei Musik und Tanz, merken, dass sie auch sehr
gut mit Menschen aus einer ganz anderen Kultur zusammenarbeiten können.
Diese Erkenntnis soll auf den sozialen Alltag während der Jugendbegegnung
übertragen werden, so dass Barrieren und Hemmschwellen im Umgang
miteinander abgebaut werden. Das Musizieren und Tanzen sind dabei zwei
Elemente, um über kulturelle Grenzen hinweg miteinander zu kommunizieren.

COORDINATOR:

KREISAU-INITIATIVE BERLIN E.V.
c/o Allianz, An den Treptowers 3
BERLIN 12435, DE
Telefon: +49 30 5383 6362
Fax:
+49 30 5302 7923
Email: wunderer@kreisau.de
Address: www.kreisau.de

CONTACT:

Mr Daniel WUNDERER

GRANT AMOUNT

25.192,40 €
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REFERENCE:

175823-1.1-DE-2010-R1

TITLE:

Bruckenschlag: Musik

DESCRIPTION:

Die Projektreihe "Brückenschlag" bringt Jugendliche mit und ohne
Behinderung aus verschiedenen europäischen Ländern zusammen. Das
multinationale Projekt "Brückenschlag: Musik" ¡st das dritte inklusive Projekt
der Reihe. Insgesamt werden 40 Jugendliche mit und ohne Behinderungen aus
Polen, Deutschland, Tschechien und der Slowakei zusammen kommen, um
gemeinsam Musik zu machen, zu hören und zu tanzen. Die Musik hilft dabei
Grenzen zwischen den Ländern, und möglichen Behinderungen zu
überschreiten und dient als Mittel zur Verständigung.
Das Projekt "Brückenschlag: Musik" verfolgt einen inklusiven Ansatz. So
treffen Jugendliche zusammen, die sich in ihrem Alltag kaum begegnen. Für die
kognitiv behinderten Jugendlichen ist es eine wichtige Erfahrung, in einer
großen Gruppe ernst- und angenommen zu werden. Für die "nicht-behinderten
Jugendlichen" ist es wichtig, ihren Horizont zu erweitern und die Schwachen
der Gesellschaft persönlich kennen zu lernen. Alle lernen dabei
Hemmschwellen zu überwinden und Vorurteile abzubauen.
Die Musik und der Tanz werden so einen Beitrag dazu leisten, dass die
Jugendlichen eine tolerante und völkerverbindende Gesellschaft erleben und
selbst mitgestalten. Diese Erfahrungen werden die Jugendlichen in ihre
Heimatstädte transportieren. Die Forderung des Reformpädagogen und
Kreisauer Widerstandskämpfers Adolf Reichwein, dass sich "Wert und
Wirksamkeit einer Erziehungsgemeinschaft ist untrüglich am Stande ihrer
Sorgenkinder abzulesen" wird bei der Projektreihe aufgenommen und
umgesetzt.

COORDINATOR:

KREISAU-INITIATIVE BERLIN E.V.
c/o Allianz, An den Treptowers 3
BERLIN 12435, DE
Telefon: +49 30 5383 6362
Fax:
+49 30 5302 7923
Email: wunderer@kreisau.de
Address: www.kreisau.de

CONTACT:

Mr Daniel WUNDERER

GRANT AMOUNT

24.848,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175973-1.1-BE-2010-R1

TITLE:

European rural youth summer camp: Let us give a better image of
European villages!

Description:

Coordinator:

Contact:
Grant Amount:

From the 16th to the 22nd of August 2010, MIJARC Europe will organize in
cooperation with the Polish youth organisation EIR, a multilateral youth
exchange in Poland for 50 young people living in the rural areas and coming
from 9 countries in Europe.
The main theme of the whole event is "Active European Citizenship for
promoting a better image of European villages" and aims at making the
participants aware of their European Citizenship and the active role they can play
in the development of rural areas, and especially in promoting a better image of
their own villages, as a way to prevent youth migrations.
In addition, this youth exchange will contribute to get to know what is Europe
by meeting young people from other member states and experiencing cultural
diversity and intercultural learning. It will also aims at raising participants'
awareness about realities of rural areas in Europe (such as youth unemployment,
youth migrations) and global challenges Europe has to face (such as climate
change, biodiversity loss, sustainable development).
At the end of the project, the participants will publish a booklet entitled "Let's
give a better image to our European villages!" that will be spread within their
local communities.
MIJARC EUROPE
53, rue J. Coosemans
BRUSSELS 1030, BE
Phone:+322-742-3064
Fax:+322-734-9225
Email: e.durochat@mijarc.net
Internet site address: www.mijarc.info
Mrs Emilie DUROCHAT
20.370,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176518-1.1-PT-2010-R1

TITLE:

Artigo

DESCRIPTION:

The youth exchange project "Artigo" will take place in a Youth Centre in
Lisboa, Portugal, from October 10 until October 17, 2010 with the
participation of 32 youngsters from Portugal, France, Romania and Italy. The
groups will be composed of youngsters between the ages of 18 and 30 and a
group leader (it is not required, but it would be good if the leader has musical
and technical competence).
The project will focus on including youngsters with fewer opportunities
(discrimination, with a low standard of living, disabilities or learning
difficulties, immigrants, youngsters from the suburbs, etc.) to improve their
non-formal education, trans-national mobility, participation, active citizenship,
empowerment and inclusion in society at large.
The project focuses on the subject of human rights through artistic mediums using music, composition, video-art and multimedia. The title "Artigo" refers
to the human rights articles that will be the starting point and background of
all the activities.
The objective of the project is to encourage participants to create individually
and collectively tracks (music, lyrics, poems with music, readings, beats, video
clips, etc.) and graphics for a DVD which will feature all the diverse material
that was created. All the technical devices necessary for carrying out the
activities will be provided by the Youth Centre.

COORDINATOR:

ASSOCIACAO MAIS CIDADANIA Travessa dos Fieis de Deus 103
LISBON 1200-188, PT
Phone: +351966155254
Fax:
+351213461220
Email: luisamagnano@yahoo.it
Internet site address: www.maiscidadania.eu

CONTACT:

Mrs Luisa MAGNANO

GRANT AMOUNT

16.445,00 €
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ACTION 1.3 – YOUTH DEMOCRACY PROJECTS

REFERENCE:

176780-1.3-UK-2010-R1

Title:

TransEuropa youth Think-tank for Democracy

Description::

TransEuropa Youth Think-tank for Democracy brings together 20 young
people from four countries (UK, France, Italy, Romania) to discuss various
aspects of European policy in dialogue with European parliamentarians, and
other experts. Participants will manage a common online magazine in three
languages which will include articles, interviews, videos and audio related to
the thematics of the project. The project promotes the development of a
youth 'civil society' in European affairs, both from the NGO aspect (learning
about specific policy issues and making recommendations to decision-makers)
and from the media aspect (promoting wider discussion of the thematics
amongst the community).
The key thematics are:
- Democracy in the EU and relations between the Parliament, Commission,
Council and National governments.
- Combating poverty and social exclusion, in particular amongst young people
(including youth unemployment problems)
- Education reform
- Human rights and gender equality
- Climate change and the environment
The project will involve 5 meetings amongst all the young people and partner
organisations, 2 in the UK, 2 in France and 1 in Italy, a series of 4 trips to
Strasbourg to speak with and interview European parliamentarians and an
ongoing online dialogue amongst participants to edit and produce the online
web-platform, translated into 3 languages. The project will last 11 months,
from 1st September 2010 until 1st August 2011

Coordinator:

EUROPEAN ALTERNATIVES LIMITED
TALIESYN, HOUGHTON HILL, HOUGHTON
HUNTINGDON PE28 2BS, UK
Phone: +44-785-592-68-31
Email: n.milanese@euroalter.com
Internet site address: www.euroalter.com

Contact:

Mr Niccolo MILANESE

Grant Amount:

32.340,00 €
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ACTION 2 – EUROPEAN VOLUNTARY SERVICE

REFERENCE:

175045-2-BE-2010-R1

Title:

Games and leisure activities beyond barriers of spoken language and
culture

Description:

Volunteers will support the Chilese Chepela Special School in Kasama,
Zambia. This school is a special school for children at the age of 7-20 years
old who are deaf or have a hearing disability. In the early stage two youngsters
will volunteer for a period of 12 months.
They will support the teachers during class-time by general training.
Furthermore, they will organise and arrange extra activities to give those
people the opportunity to integrate in society, to feel themselves valuable and
to give them self-confidence and joy in life. They will also contribute to the
awareness of healthy people that people with a hearing disability are as worthy
as themselves.
The volunteers will give attention to a youth movement - if possible even start
up a pilot project -furthermore they will spend a lot of time at the organisation
of special courses – for example: sign language -culture, art, music, dance,
games. Types: among and with young people with a hearing disability,
support in education, other way of spending leisure time by different activities,
art and culture, music and dance, inclusion of these young people in society.
Themes: disability, education through sports or other outdoor activities, art
and culture, minorities
Objectives: create awareness that not every place on earth is heaven, cultural
exchange, broaden horizon, give motivation and awareness that working as a
volunteer can give satisfaction.

Coordinator:

VZW VOLKSKUNSTGROEP 'T KLOMPKE
P.A. Mathijsenblookstraat 8
ZUTENDAAL 3690, BE
Phone: 0032 496 83 38 08
Email: christianeput@hotmail.com

Contact:

Ms Christiane PUT

Grant amount:

17.140,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175068-2-BE-2010-R1

Title:

Dialoguing through participation

Description:

YFU's core work is intercultural dialogue and youth participation as a large
network of young volunteers in YFU makes it possible for hundreds of young
Europeans to participate in long term youth exchanges every year. The young
volunteers who are active locally to help train, support and counsel the
exchange students and their host families work closely on the development
intercultural competences. Recently, it has become clear that a large number
of organisations are increasingly faced with the challenge of attracting young
people to become involved as volunteers. While the YFU community seeks to
nurture intercultural competences as an integral component of intercultural
dialogue and a key part of social and civic competences, there is a growing
need to find ways in which to share and develop more up-to-date tools to
foster and measure the intercultural competences. In Dialoguing through
participation, one volunteer from YFU Norway and one volunteer from YDA
Turkey will participate in a 12 month Group EVS project at European
Educational Exchanges - Youth for Understanding in Brussels, Belgium to
find innovative and creative ways to encourage youth participation and to
collect and find new ways to share and promote tools which support the
development and measurement of intercultural competences.

Coordinator:

EEE YFU EUROPEAN EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGES
FOR UNDERSTANDING
Chaussée de Wavre 214d
BRUSSELS 1050, BE
Phone: +32 2 508 30 35
Fax:
+32 2 626 95 06
Email: office@eee-yfu.org
Internet site address: www.eee-yfu.org

Contact:

Mr Brian ARNOLD

Grant amount:

18.100,00 €
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YOUTH

REFERENCE:

175069-2-NL-2010-R1

Title:

Intercultural youth action - Civil Society against Discrimination

Description:

This EVS group project mainly takes place at the international secretariat of
UNITED for Intercultural Action in Amsterdam (NL). It includes two
volunteers, one from Russia and one from Spain. Both volunteers will do a 12
months service at UNITED each. The involvement of two volunteers with
different cultural and geographical background aims to enhance their mutual
understanding, sharing of experiences and intercultural learning effect. In that
way the project enables to identify and address a so called "East-West shift"
concerning the different types and ways of civil society, active citizenship,
social and political situation, historical backgrounds etc. The volunteers
support the annual UNITED campaigns against racism and anti-Semitism by
empowering NGOs all over Europe, creating and distributing campaign/info
material and by producing an action agenda for active youth groups and
organisations in the working field of UNITED. Furthermore they are
involved in the preparation and implementation of at least one international
UNITED conference, with more than 70 participants from different
European countries and with diverse cultural backgrounds. Active
participation of the volunteers in the conference(s) is planned. The wellestablished information- and networking-tools of the pan-European
UNITED network enable the volunteers to work in a professional
environment. An educational factor is the involvement in the local workingliving community in Amsterdam, where the UNITED secretariat is a part
from. Through local examples in the Netherlands the volunteers experience
new methods and ways of community building and empowerment of a
common social responsibility in society. By working together within an
intercultural/intemational team the volunteers are able to identify common
European values and what it means to be an active European citizen.

Coordinator:

UNITED FOR INTERCULTURAL ACTION
Postbus 413
AMSTERDAM 1000AK, NL
Phone: +31/20/683.47.78
Fax:
+31/20/683.45.82
Email: info@unitedagainstracism.org
Internet site address: www.unitedagainstracism.org

Contact:

Mr. Geert ATES

Grant amount:

19.740,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175229-2-UK-2010-R1

Title:

Zimlinx 2010: urban and rural Zimbabwe

Description:

The Stronglinx Zimbabwe 2010 trip is a group activity that will take a team of
young people from a fewer opportunities background and prepare them to
undertake a trip to support the Zimkids charity in Zimbabwe. The themes that
will be explored will be 'education through sport and outdoor activities' and
'media and communications'. The objective of the project will be to engage
young people from fewer opportunities in short courses run informally
through a youth club environment, then prepare them to co-run similar
courses in Zimbabwe. The duration of the service will be 3 weeks and will
involve organisations from the UK and Zimbabwe. 8 volunteers will be
chosen to carry out their service in urban Harare and rural Mutoko. Short
courses will be run in the areas of Sports and Outdoor Activities.
Sustainability and the Environment. Digital Media and Cultural Heritage.
These will be accredited through ASPAN and be taught informally through a
youth club environment focusing on practical activities that encourage
participation and collective contribution.

Coordinator:

STRONG LINX
138 coldharbour lane
LONDON se5 9qh, UK
Phone: +44 0 7769170189
Email: paulclewett@hotmail.com

Contact:

Mr Paul CLEWETT

Grant amount:

24.246,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175492-2-IT-2010-R1

Title:

Helping the Ecuadorian Children at Age of Risk

Description:

"Helping Ecuadorian children at age of risk" project takes place in Quito city
centre (Ecuador) where Fundación Proyecto Chiriboga and its partner
organization Don Bosco manage a recreational centre for children aged 5-14
years old. The project aims to improve life conditions and the educational
level of children with less opportunity, offering them a safe place where to
have recreational activities, do homework, play sports, take computer and
English lessons and have outdoor activities. The project wants to promote and
to give equal opportunity of learning and of growing to the children attending
the centre, fighting any kind of discrimination linked to their social-economic
background, the ethnicity or the gender. All children are from poor families
and may suffer from bad treatments.
"Helping Ecuadorian children at age of risk" gives the chance at 2 EVS
volunteers to work in this centre for a period of 6 months. During their
service the volunteers will join and help the local and other international
volunteers to organize recreational activities, to support the education and the
scholar tasks of the children attending the centre, also by giving English and
computer lessons. Volunteers, according to their skills, could also organize
sport activities, workshops, trips and any kind of non formal activity. The
working days will be from Monday to Friday, from 10.00 am to 4.00 p.m.
The period of service will give volunteers the possibility to get to know a way
of being an active citizen, practicing in the field the European values of youth
participation, solidarity, dialogue and respect of diversity. The volunteers will
receive, both by the sending and by the hosting organization, several trainings
before and during the service that will give them all the necessary instruments
to approach situations and problems they may face during their work.

Coordinator:

UJAMAA PER LA PACE ONLUS
VIA BARILARI 2
ANCONA 60122, IT
Phone: +393498764338
Email: spina_82@yahoo.it

Contact:

Mr Daniele Spinsanti

Grant amount:

10.510,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175495-2-SK-2010-R1

Title:

Cross Continents through Culture

Description:

The main aim of this EVS project is the exchange of cultures between Latin
America and Europe, raising European awareness and fighting against
prejudice against foreigners. 3 of the host projects work with people with
mental disabilities so the aim of the project is also strengthening tolerance,
understanding and inclusion of people with disabilities .The project will
contribute to personal and professional development of the volunteers with the
aim to find a job in the future as well as help the people from local
communities to become more open and tolerant towards foreigners. The
volunteers will organize activities for children and youth, especially
European/Latin-American workshops, language conversation clubs, cultural
and sport workshops, creative arts, information and presentation activities
about EVS and Youth in Action Programme. The project builds on previous
good cooperation between all partners within EVS, trainings and youth
exchanges. There are the following Activities under this project:

Coordinator:

KERIC
Nabrezna 1351
CADCA 02201, SK
Phone: 00421 908 913 994
Fax:
00421 41 4335 687
Email: IVKA@KERIC.SK
Internet site address: www.keric.sk

Contact:

Ms Ivana HRUSKOVA

Grant amount:

103.035,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175532-2-GR-2010-R1

Title:

Rehabilitation Centre for Disabled Children

Description:

The project takes place in KAAPV, a state institution located in a suburb of
Athens, Greece, housing 88 multiply disabled children and young people who
have been abandoned by their families. The main themes of the project are antidiscrimination and disability, the objectives are to improve the childrens' quality
of life, to act as a link between the institution and the society, and thirdly the
personal development of the volunteer. This is achieved partly by empowering
the volunteers to organize integration activities (the volunteers work in groups
or individually to design activities such as alternative school, sports, disability
awareness-raising games and events in local community, shopping in the local
vegetable market) and give care, stimulation and love to the children who spend
most of their time doing nothing. And partly through the community life the
volunteer shares with the other volunteers from different cultures. Finally, the
volunteers gain not only valuable skills and experience which may be useful in
their future career but also a sense of interculturality, responsibility and social
involvement.
The group EVS project includes 18 volunteers from Argentina, Belgium,
Finland, Spain and France, with 1 year duration for most volunteers and 3-6
months for volunteers with fewer opportunities.

Coordinator:

TANDEM
TAXIARCHON 34
ATHENS 17455, GR
Phone: 0030 6974 182293
Fax:
0030 2108958512
Email: tandemngo@gmal.com
Internet site address: tandemngo@gmail.com

Contact:

Ms Sarantidou Aikaterini

Grant amount:

134.909,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175740-2-PT-2010-R1

Title:

Winaypac

Description:

WIÑAYPAC is the group EVS project occurring at Asociación Educativa
Wiñaypac, in Perú, in partnership with GAIA sending organisation (Portugal).
Two Portuguese volunteers will be hosted there for 12 months and will
contribute to the functioning of the intercultural school, with local indigenous
children. They will further support the daily functioning of the perm cultural
centre and, according to their specific skills and motivations, will help creating
audiovisual material with educational aims. The themes concerned in
WIÑAYPAC project are Media and Communication and the Environment.
WIÑAYPAC will contribute to the intercultural exchange between the local
community, indigenous children and teachers and two young Portuguese
people, Catarina and Eliana. It will further contribute to the establishment of
cooperation bridges between GAIA and South American organisations and
the exchange of best practices in the field of sustainable development in the
globalized world.

Coordinator:

GAIA ALENTEJO - GRUPO DE ACÇAO E INTERVENÇAO AMBIENTAL
Rua de Garvao
ALDEIA DAS AMOREIRAS - ODEMIRA 7630-513, PT
Phone: +351 283 925 032
Fax:
+351 283 925 032
Email: saraserrao@gaia.org.pt

Contact:

Ms Sara SERRAO

Grant amount:

20.900,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175887-2-MK-2010-R1

Title:

Short term EVS for social inclusion of young people

Description:

The Short Term EVS for social inclusion of young people aims to engage
youth with fewer opportunities in a diverse range of activities, such as the
provision of education and services, community and environmental action
that will support their social inclusion and integration. In this regards the
project contributes to a cohesive society creating bonds of trust and solidarity
and, thus, social capital. The project will provide space for 15 young people
from 5 countries (Macedonia, Italy, Iceland, Poland and Russia) with diverse
religions, socio- economic backgrounds and ages to contribute to positive
change in another country thus to stimulate active and responsible European
citizenship, which is central to European ideals and values of democracy,
solidarity and participation. The volunteers will be hosted in 4 countries
(Macedonia, Poland, Iceland and Italy) for a period of one month.
The project provides space for the volunteers to gain and exercise
competences in leadership, communication and organisation skills, to extend
their social networks and increate the possibility for them to move on to paid
jobs in the future. The volunteering provides non-formal learning
opportunities and is therefore a crucial instrument in the life-long learning.
The project will aim to develop awareness of the volunteers about openness
to learn and improve, as well as initiate a process of self-directed learning that
would help a lot in the follow-up and sustainability of the project. Thus a web
platform will be established to share the different experiences. There are two
types of activities where the volunteers will be involved: "Running workshops
for local young people using artistic tools such as paining, acting and other
tools that can be useful for group learning."Rural and urban development
activities linked with the personal development of the EVS volunteers as well
as the local community development.

Coordinator:

CENTER FOR INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE
Vera Kotorka 39
KUMANOVO 1300, MK
Phone: +389 78 350 177
Fax:
+389 31 421 330
Email: manevski.stefan@macedonia.eu.org
Internet site address: http://www.cid-mk.org

Contact:

Mr Stefan MANEVSKI

Grant amount:

24.275,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176320-2-ES-2010-R1

Title:

Momentos Magicos

Description:

El proyecto de SVE individual que consiste en realizar una actividad que va a
tener lugar en Moreno, Buenos Aires (Argentina) en la que participarán dos
voluntarias españolas representadas por la Asociación Ser Joven.
La duración de la actividad en total será de 6 meses. La actividad se va a llevar
a cabo en Asociación civil El Arca, que desde hace años ha desarrollado su
proyecto "Hogares" que consiste en llevar adelante una casa en la que viven
cerca de 20 chicos y chicas entre 4 y 18 años que por distintas razones no
pueden vivir con su familia de origen. En el hogar los chicos viven todo el año
durante todo el día.La Asociación civil el Arca que lleva años colaborando con
jóvenes voluntarios locales e internacionales acoge a Irene y Tatiana- dos
voluntarias españolas que podrán aportar aire fresco en cuanto a intereses,
sugerencias y participación en el proyecto principal y otros proyectos que el
Arca desarrolla. Por otra parte su presencia ayudará los niños y niñas a
establecer relaciones con personas de diferentes culturas y lugares.
Irene y Tatiana van a participar principalmente en el proyecto "Hogares"
desarrollando talleres, acompañando a los niños a los centros escolares,
conviviendo con los niños a diario intentando crear el ambiente lo más
cercano a una casa y un ambiente familiar para facilitar el desarrollo personal e
integral de los niños educándoles a través de diferentes actividades de Tiempo
Libre en valores como respeto mutuo, igualdad, derechos humanos.

Coordinator:

ASOCIACION SER JOVEN
C/ HERNAN CORTES 29, 1° DERECHA
SANTANDER 39003, ES
Phone: 0034 629 846 331
Email: sve@ser-joven.org
Internet site address: www.ser-joven.org

Contact:

Ms Katarzyna BIALKOWSKA

Grant amount:

9.152,20 €
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REFERENCE:

176333-2-DE-2010-R1

Title:

European Voluntary Service to Combat Poverty en Argentina

Description:

Our project is determined to combat social exclusion, poverty and especially youth
unemployment in both Argentina and Germany. We will send ten volunteers,
among them five stipendaries with lower opportunities, for six months to Cordoba
in Argentina where we already realized one EVS. Each of them will live in a
different house and work in its own project. The chosen projects are all
determined to support people in Argentina that suffer poverty, especially children
and teenagers. The former volunteers contributed their gained work-experience in
Cordoba to the selection of the NGOs which guarantees the efficiency of the
service. They also offered to function as partners for the volunteers and talk about
the local circumstances. This will prepare the volunteers and make the service even
more efficient. On the one hand the volunteers will be able to actively combat
poverty in Argentina, and on the other hand they will gain important competences,
consciousness about reasons and solutions for poverty and also lose their
prejudices among other groups of society (even within their own group), which all
in all shall promote integration, better opportunities for disadvantaged teenagers
and the combating of poverty and social exclusion in Germany itself. During the
training courses our pedagogical staff will make sure that the volunteers will form
a self-contained group, think and talk about their own lives and opportunities in
comparison to Argentina and evaluate their experience in questionnaires. We also
want to offer an adequate preparation of Spanish, extra courses for the volunteers
with lower opportunities and mentors from the Goethe-Institute in Cordoba for
all the volunteers.

Coordinator:

KOMMISSION FUR BILDUNGSAUSTAUSCH E.V. COINED
ERWINSTRASSE 10
FREIBURG 79102, DE
Phone: +49 0 761 8885146
Fax:
+49 0 761 70439831
Email: mleist@intercoined.org

Contact:

Ms Mariella Elisa LEIST

Grant amount:

62.900,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176335-2-LV-2010-R1

Title:

Go for a Venture to become a Change Maker

Description:

Youth - great force to change the world and make it more sustainable.
Everyone can be a Change Maker! The Project is aimed to promote active
youth leadership, youth education, young social entrepreneurs and different
youth initiatives in the context of intercultural and interregional cooperation in
order to promote social changes in the society and the world and to foster
intercultural and sustainable development cooperation in the youth field
between two continents - Europe and Latin America through building
cooperation/link between Latvia as an EU member country and one of EU
partnership countries – Mexico through EVS volunteer's assistance in
development of the Avancemos program and different other activities within
the activities of the host organization.
The main themes of the project are youth leadership, education of young
people, social changes, social entrepreneurs, development cooperation,
intercultural dialogue, cultural diversity, national and international projects,
team work and communication. Project includes one individual long term
EVS project in Mexico with the organization Ashoka with the duration of the
Service of 12 months and participation of one volunteer from Latvia.
The countries involved are - Latvia and Mexico. The main objectives of the
Go for a Venture to become a Change Maker! are:
to encourage young people to take initiatives and leadership in different
projects to foster active citizenship, education, innovativeness, combat
poverty, make a change in the world, and learn from exchanging ideas and
experiences:
- to work together for finding and supporting the world's leading social
entrepreneurs.
- to raise awareness to global challenges and the importance of co-operation
between countries.

Coordinator:

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT AND COOPERATION MULTICULTURAL
UNION (JASMA)
Tinuzu 6-2
RIGA 1021, LV
Phone: +371 29624999
Email: zane@jasma.lv
Internet site address: www.jasma.lv

Contact:

Ms Zane STALA

Grant amount:

9.210,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176474-2-RO-2010-R1

Title:

W(orldwide) A(ctive) V(olunteers) in E(urope)

Description:

"WAVE - W(orldwide) A(ctive) V(olunteers) in E(urope)" takes place in the
framework of both Euro House Network and the Pilot Programme Strategic
Partnership for Local Active Partnership that is run jointly by ARDR with
City halls and coordinating schools from Gorj and Dolj county as well as both
Gorj and Dolj County Councils and Youth and Sport Direction. "WAVE" is
to gather 38 volunteers from 13 different countries spread over 3 continents 20 volunteers from Programme Countries, 10 from Neighbouring Partner
Countries and 8 volunteers from Other Partner Countries of the World (Latin
America and Africa)- for a period of 9 months, to spend a rather challenging
self discovery and personal building experience. The volunteers are going to
start their service in 2 equal groups in two different periods: September 15th,
2010 - June 15th, 2011 - Gorj County and October 1st, 2010 - July 1st, 2011 Dolj County. The project is being hosted in 18 rural and small urban
communities from 2 neighbouring Counties:
- Gorj County (Bustuchin, Balteni, Hurezani, Lelesti, Motru, Musetesti,
Rovinari, Targu Carbunesti and Tismana)
- Dolj County Amarastii de Jos, Bailesti, Carcea, Calafat , Dabuleni, Daneti,
Giurgita, Gighera and Malu Mare
The project aims both towards social and personal grow of volunteers and
beneficiary target group along with organizational and community sustainable
development by bringing added value to existing activities and implementing
new ones which stimulate the intercultural learning process, encourage active
participation of youngsters, especially those with fewer opportunities and
strengthen the international partnership.
WAVE is continuing the initiatives developed by the previous EVS projects,
the starting period of the EVS placements offering the volunteers the
opportunity to meet their peers and have sufficient time to learn, experience
and take over the activities/ projects in the hosting communities. The key
themes that are to be followed along the project are rural and urban
development and using non formal educational methods (such as animation)
for encouraging and increasing the active participation of youngsters in their
local communities. This opportunity to meet the other volunteers will insure
an easier and better cultural, organizational and even community
accommodation of the new volunteers as long as they will have some time to
take over the current activities/initiatives.

Coordinator:

ASOCIATIA REGIONALA PENTRU DEZVOLTARE RURALA
LT.D-TRU.PETRESCU BL19 SC.2 AP6 ET.2
TARGU JIU, RO
Phone: +40 766 271 694
Email: alexandrionel@yahoo.com

Contact:

Mr Alexandru DIACONESCU

Grant amount:

290.643,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176545-2-PT-2010-R1

Title:

Share yourself

Description:

Share yourself aims to promote volunteering experiences with following aims:
- To promote solidarity and tolerance
- To increase social cohesion among European youngsters
- To promote active citizenship and contacts between youngsters of different
countries.
- To offer opportunities of non-formal education to 15 youngsters with low
opportunities
Beneficiaries are youngsters between 16 and 30 years old with low
opportunities coming from 3 different social neighbourhoods (suburbs)
located in Loures, the north-west city just out of Lisbon.
In those 3 neighbourhoods we have many cases of youngsters considered
"with low opportunities" due to low school attendance, to inadequate
economical conditions, to situations of social exclusion that has as direct
consequence the lack of self-esteem and of general interest in what is
happening around them.
The low capacity of search for existing opportunities by themselves induces
them to the auto-exclusion and turns necessary our monitoring and social
intervention. In this way we always discover that under the skin of apparent
non-interested people as they look like, they reveal a great potential of energy
and skills overall concerning artistic and creative fields.
AMC will be the Coordinating and Sending Organization and our partners are
the Hosting Organizations: each partner will host small groups of volunteers.
Duration of the service of the volunteers will last 1 or 2 months (see detailed
schedule) being short term projects. Every Organization has different plans
for the volunteers but all of them works on Citizenship, the promotion of
participation of youngsters and the breaking of social barriers through the
promotion of the cultural diversities. The languages and the methods are
inserted in the context of non-formal education that permits the youngsters to
express themselves in creative and personal ways.

Coordinator:

ASSOCIACAO MAIS CIDADANIA
Travessa dos Fieis de Deus 103
LISBON 1200-188, PT
Phone: +351966155254
Fax:
+351213461220
Email: luisamagnano@yahoo.it
Internet site address: www.maiscidadania.eu

Contact:

Luisa MAGNANO

Grant amount:

44.869,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176603-2-ES-2010-R1

Title:

Toresca

Description:

The TORESCA project of the Fundación INTRÄS consists of a group EVS
with the principle objective of promoting equal opportunities, social
integration and the improvement of the quality of life of people with disability
due to mental illness through the carrying out of different activities on the part
of the volunteers. The tasks of the volunteers are structured as activities in
one of two locations. Specifically, helping to organise and carry out leisure and
educational activities and the daily care of the residents of the Foundation's
residential care centre for people with mental disabilities in Toro, and in
Zamora supporting the users of the Foundation's psychosocial rehabilitation
centre and labour rehabilitation centre. As the volunteers will collaborate
together in the execution of different solidarity- and care-based tasks, as well
as living together, this project promotes intercultural dialogue, and values such
as cooperation, tolerance, coexistence, and active citizenship.
This project plans to receive eight volunteers from different European and
Latin American countries during a service period of twelve months.

Coordinator:

FUNDATION INTRAS VALLADOLID
Santa Lucia 19, 1
VALLADOLID 47005, ES
Phone: +34 983 399 633
Fax:
+34 983 217 565
Email: proyectos2@intras.es

Contact:

Ms Victoria GIBNEY

Grant amount:

67.910,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176650-2-FR-2010-R1

Title:

Gender Sensitivity at Voluntary Work

Description:

At the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the celebration of the 1st
International Women Day in 1911, as well as of the celebration of 2011 as
both the European Year of Volunteering and the UN International year of
Volunteers +10, CCIVS will run a centralized group EVS project addressing
gender issues in International Voluntary Service (IVS) and youth programmes:
"Gender sensitivity at (voluntary) work".
The project, which takes into account the importance given by the European
Commission and the UN to Gender Equality as a prerequisite to achieve the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and build sustainable societies, as
well as the priority given to the African continent in terms of development
cooperation, is the first concrete outcome of the ongoing Africa-Europe
project "Culture meets Concepts" (145091-3.2-FR-2008-R1), which took place
during the year 2009.
The project aims at exploring gender roles in different societies and linking the
general reflections on gender sensitivity to the participation of young women
and men in IVS projects and their interaction in diverse cultural contexts. The
wide range of field projects, while practically addressing key development
issues and national priorities - from education to climate change, from HIV
prevention to youth and women employment - will thus see a progressive
introduction of the gender perspective, and generate productive exchanges
and learning processes on this topic for both the volunteers and the hosting
communities.
Eighteen volunteers from CCIVS member organisations in Austria, Belgium,
Estonia, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Sweden and the UK will be hosted for
a 6-months period in the African continent, where CCIVS member
organisations in Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Nigeria, Togo,
Uganda and Zambia. After a first period of research, the volunteers will
organise targeted actions to promote culturally appropriate gender sensitivity
activities in IVS projects and with the hosting communities, using and
developing specific non-formal education tools. An EVS in CCIVS office will
follow the programme, working in particular on the development of a gender
sensitivity tool-kit and promoting gender as a key cultural issue in international
voluntary service projects, at the occasion of the celebration of 2011 as both
the European Year of Volunteering and the UN International year of
Volunteers +10.

Coordinator:

COORDINATING COMMITTEE FOR INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTARY
SERVICE
UNESCO House - Rue Mollis, 1
PARIS 75015, FR
Phone: +33 1 45 68 49 36
Fax:
+33 1 45 68 49 34
Email: ccivs@unesco.org
Internet site address: ccivs@unesco.org

Contact:

Mr Francesco VOLPINI

Grant amount:

125.555,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176705-2-ES-2010-R1

Title:

Nuevas Estrategias para el Desarollo Sostenible de las Pobladiones
Locales del Noroeste Argentino

Description:

Freshwater ecosystems are strongly affected by man, principally through
contamination, fragmentation and manipulation of the flows, as well as climate
change. In this sense, the NGO 'Los Algarrobos' has developed a global
framework that pursues the rational management of the Rio Grande river basin,
situated on the northwest region of Argentina, Tres Cruces, and whose path
follows the 'Quebrada de Humahuaca', declared a UNESCO Natural and
Cultural Patrimony of Humanity (UNESCO 2003).
The volunteers will collaborate actively with this association on this project,
attributing their knowledge on environmental subject matter, encouraging the
participation of local populations living in the Rio Grande river basin to
improve their living conditions, through the integration of sustainable practices
in their production processes (agriculture, livestock, use of forest resources, etc.)
as well as the promotion of conservation values that will generate lasting
benefits in their communities after the completion of the European Volunteer
Service.

Coordinator:

ASOCIACION JUVENIL DE CAZALLA
C/ALCALDE PELEGRIN RODRIGUEZ 12
MURCIA 30800, ES
Phone: +34 637 570 105
Fax:
+34 968 473 523
Email: masetorra@euroaccion.com

Contact:

Mr Manuel SEMITIEL TORRANO

Grant amount:

10.620,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176779-2-FR-2010-R1

Titre:

Act for Eur Hope

Description:

"Act for EurHope" donnera la possibilité à 59 jeunes de partir en SVE sur du
court (20) et/ou du long terme (39) dans des pays du programme : Allemagne,
France, Italie, Grèce, Hongrie, Portugal, Royaume Uni, Slovénie, Suède,
Turquie, ainsi que des pays partenaires : Algérie, Bénin, Bosnie Herzégovine,
Macédoine, Maroc, Russie, Ukraine, Vietnam. Les thématiques proposées sont
diverses (animations jeunesse, sport, culture, environnement, média) avec des
priorités transversales comme la citoyenneté européenne, le dialogue
interculturel, l'éducation non formelle et le développement durable.
Ce projet a pour ambition de permettre à des. jeunes urbains et ruraux de tous
horizons de profiter d'une première expérience de volontariat à l'étranger, avec
une action particulière visant des jeunes exclus socialement, ou sans emploi.
L'objectif est d'inscrire la mobilité internationale dans un parcours valorisant
qui peut faciliter la réinsertion socio-professionnelle du jeune.
L'accompagnement du volontaire sera jalonné par un réseau de partenaires
locaux et transnationaux avant, pendant et après la mobilité pour lui permettre
de développer son propre projet et de rebondir sur une dynamique positive. Il
a été conçu en parallèle au projet innovant que nous portons actuellement sur
l'accompagnement à la mobilité internationale des jeunes ayant moins
d'opportunités dans le cadre du Fonds d'Expérimentation pour la jeunesse du
Haut Commissariat à la Jeunesse en France.

Coordinateur:

EUROCIRCLE
9, place Jean Jaurès
MARSEILLE 13005, FR
Téléphone: +33 491 429 475
Fax:
+33 491 480 585
Email: eurocircle@ec-network.net
Site internet: http://www.ec-network.net

Contact:

Ms Marie WITTAMER

Montant subvention:

351.147,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176841-2-IT-2010-R1

Title:

Youth Together For a Better World

Description:

Youth Together for a Better World is a Group EVS project supporting the
Year for combating poverty and social exclusion in Europe as well as In
Africa and Asia. It will involve 10 European youngsters that will volunteer for
a period of 6 months in Kenya, Ghana, Nigeria, India, Indonesia and
Vietnam, 4 African and 4 Asian/people that will do their EVS in Italy, Spain,
France and Poland. The young volunteers will be engaged in a variety of local
hosting projects, ranging from youth organizations, schools to social work
projects and NGO. There, they will be all engaged in activities dealing with
social inclusion of minorities and disadvantaged people such us: poor children,
youth in needs, refugees, elderly and disabled people and people suffering
from HIV.
With this EVS project we would like to give the chance of volunteering above
all to all those youngsters that do not have means of going abroad for
economical as well as social obstacles. In this way we want to foster our
volunteers role in society in order to make them more aware of their rights
and duties as real active citizens.

Coordinator:

AFSAI
Viale Dei Colli Portuensi, 345 B/2
ROMA 00151, IT
Phone: +39-06-5370332
Fax:
+39-06-58201442
Email: a.caruso@afsai.it
Internet site address: www.asfai.it

Contact:

MS AURORA CARUSO

Grant amount:

96.760,00 €
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RÉFÉRENCE:

176909-2-FR-2010-R1

Titre:

EUROMEDINCULTURE La mobilité des jeunes comme facteur
d'inclusion et de développement

Description:

Le projet a pour objectif de permettre à des jeunes de l'Europe et de la
Méditerranée de vivre, dans le cadre du SVE, une expérience concrète, dans
une organisation impliquée dans le domaine culturel, dans un autre pays que le
leur. En moyenne, la durée des services est de 10 mois, ils se déroulent dans 7
pays différents de l'espace euro-méditerranéen. Les jeunes seront impliqués
dans toutes les activités des organisations d'accueil, artistiques,
organisationnelles, administratives, et connaîtront, par le biais culturel, la
richesse de la vie locale et régionale et la diversité des expressions culturelles et
artistiques. Les jeunes auront l'occasion de découvrir un environnement riche
et vivant grâce à l'implication des organisations d'accueil dans la vie de leur
entourage. Ils seront également en relation suivie avec d'autres jeunes puisque,
au maximum, ils seront placés en colocation et seront également invités aux
rencontres régulières organisées, pour eux, par les différents intervenants du
dispositif. Enfin, la coordination assurera les moyens de préparation, de suivi,
d'accompagnement et les outils facilitant la mise en œuvre du projet pour
aboutir à des expériences de qualité qui permettent, à chaque jeune, une
intégration réussie au retour dans son pays d'origine.

Coordinateur:

ASSOCIATION POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT CULTUREL
EUROPEEN ET INTERNATIONAL
MARSEILLE, FR
Téléphone: +33491336727
Fax:
+33491336727
Email: btranchida@adcei.org

Contact:

Mme Barbara Tranchida

Montant subvention:

136.544,10 €
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REFERENCE:

176914-2-FR-2010-R1

Title:

Youth and Social Cohesion

Description:

Youth and Social Cohesion is a project which includes 10 of our European
and international partners in Youth in Action network. It concerns: sending
52 volunteers from France and hosting 11 volunteers from Italy, Poland,
Moldova, United Kingdom and Belgium for duration between 3 weeks and 2
months. Activities in foreign countries will take place in Belgium, Italy,
Germany, Moldova, Poland, Portugal, United Kingdom and Vietnam.
Activities of the projects have been conceived with our partners in order to
facilitate the integration of youngsters with fewer opportunities and to develop
autonomy and other social skills. These short durations are meant as an
initiation to mobility and may encourage volunteers to get involved on a
longer term project. Volunteers will be involved in social, educational and
leisure activities, mostly with young children and teenagers, but also disabled
or elderly people. Their activities will also include the promotion of
international mobility among local community and their European awareness.
The project aims to:
- Promote the social inclusion of youngsters with fewer opportunities, for
whom mobility can be a constructive step;
- Develop a support system to facilitate mobility process and continuation;
- Encourage youngsters to get involved on a longer term;
- Raise social and intercultural awareness;
- Promote the citizen involvement of young generations, in the context of new
global challenges.
The support system built by ADICE (in cooperation with its international
partners) to accompany youngsters will include its previous experience as
sending and hosting organization, pedagogical tools and self-evaluation.

Coordinator:

ADICE - ASSOCIATION POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT DES INITIATIVES
CITOYENNES ET EUROPÉENNES
2 avenue Jean Lebas
ROUBAIX 59100, FR
Phone: 0033 0 3201 12268
Fax:
0033 0 320021087
Email: celine.barre@adice.asso.fr

Contact:

Ms Celine BARRE

Grant amount:

135.574,75 €
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REFERENCE:

176934-2-DE-2010-R1

Title:

Capacity Building Stage XIV

Description:

The goal of the group EVS-project "Capacity Building Stage XIV" is to
promote volunteering and youth activism and to improve cooperation and
networking among NGOs. The hosting projects directly Involve people from
disadvantaged backgrounds and socially excluded parts of the society.
Volunteers are going to assist in centres for socially disadvantaged and/or
disabled children, youth and elderly people, provide non-formal learning
possibilities and promote volunteering. The activities not only support the
target groups directly, but the presence of international EVS volunteers brings
public attention to the existing problems and the worth wile work of the
hosting organisations.
Building on previous experiences and quality assessments "Capacity Building
Stage XIV" aims to continue the cooperation with those hosting projects that
were most satisfying for previous volunteers and gain sustainability. We also
aim to further extend the programme to give new hosting partners and
projects the chance to strengthen their structure and benefit from the
intercultural dialogue offered by the EVS exchange. 20 young volunteers from
Germany, the Netherlands, Ireland, Poland, Italy, Belgium, Czech Republic,
Iceland and France will spend 10 months in projects of our partners in Russia,
Ukraine, Azerbaijan and Moldova.

Coordinator:

SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL GERMAN BRANCH
Blücherstraße 14
BONN 53115, DE
Phone: +49 228 212086
Fax:
+49 228 264234
Email: SANDRA.KOWALSKI@SCI-D.DE
Internet site address: www.sci-d.de

Contact:

Ms SANDRA KOWALSKI

Grant amount:

170.665,00 €
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REFERENCE:

177079-2-IT-2010-R1

Title:

Act Quickly, Think Slowly

Description:

Act for Change is a group EVS project involving twenty European volunteers
coming from Bulgaria, France, Italy and Turkey to Durban, South Africa, in
autumn 2010. The volunteers will join a local theatre group and they will
perform around rural and urban communities by using theatre of the
oppressed (specifically forum theatre) and street animation. They will also help
the group with the making of stage materials, such as backgrounds, costumes,
and a stage itself.
South African volunteers - chosen among some youth centres with whom the
Hosting Organisation (Rights Based Network, RBN) works more - and
geographically and / or economically disadvantaged European volunteers will
form a unique group and spend two months together living in a Monastery
which is owned and rules by the Municipality of Durban. During their
working week, all the volunteers will have theatre trainings, stage materials
making workshops, assemblies to take all decisions related to the
performances. Once a week they will perform in a local community chosen
from the places South African volunteers come from. The performances will
deal with situation of oppression, conflict, social exclusion, discrimination that
are part of the daily life of the community where the performance takes place.
By using forum theatre, the theatre group will try to start some debates in
local communities. The so called spect-actors are expected to change their
behaviours in order to improve the social conditions of the community.
Through this Activity, and through "the preparation phase of each
performance the EVS volunteers are expected to acquire new perspectives and
analysis tools for social situations, as well as new motivations and action tools
for social action, so that they can apply what they learn during the project
once back in their communities of origin.

Coordinator:

ASSOCIAZIONE DI PROMOZIONE SOCIALE JOINT
Via Giovanola 25/C
MILANO 20142, IT
Phone: +39 340 91 05 977
Fax:
+39 02 45070956
Email: sara@associazionejoint.org

Contact:

Ms Sara SCARAMELLA

Grant amount:

46.125,00 €
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ACTION 3 – YOUTH IN THE WORLD

ACTION 3.1 – COOPERATION WITH THE NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION
YOUTH EXCHANGES

REFERENCE:

175037-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

Puppets in Action

Description:

"Puppets is Action" is a follow up of the training course: "The Puppet Power Inclusion through Puppet Theatre". It's a project that raises inclusion and
diversity awareness through puppetry. Aim is to give participants greater
knowledge and skills to use the medium of puppetry in their daily life and work
with youngsters, especially with youngsters with fewer opportunities, in order to
make the youth work more "inclusive" and "culturally diverse".
The project uses puppets to tell stories, create possible solutions and
disseminate information on discrimination, intolerance and exclusion in an
informal and often humorous way. The working programme combines the three
processes: of puppet busker theatre, inclusion and intercultural learning. The
final performance will trigger discussions about inclusion and include interaction
between the audience (local community) and the "Puppets in Action"
participants.
The activity will take in place in Subotica - Mali Idjos, Serbia from 22nd until
29th of August 2010. It will involve 32 participants from 6 countries and 3
different parts of Europe: member states of ED, South-East Europe and
Eastern Europe and Caucasus. Countries: Spain, Poland, Croatia, Portugal,
Serbia, Belarus

Coordinator:

CENTRE FOR INTERACTIVE ART "IN STAGE ORGANIZATION"
Kralja Milana, 10
BELGRADE 11000, RS
Phone: +32486159064
Email: kljajic3@yahoo.com
Internet site address: www.instageorganization.org.yu

Contact:

Ms Marija KLJAJIC

Grant amount:

17.974,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175228-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

Intercultural mobile

Description:

INTERCULTURAL MOBILE is a 10 days initiative to be held in Kraquievac
(Serbia) with participants from Serbia, Italy, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Slovenia
and Germany (42 participants in total). The project asks the participants to get
involved into an intercultural mapping of the territory using their own mobile
phones as video (or photo) cameras and then connecting their own point of views,
collected in such a way, into a couple of original final media products (video and
website) through a specific common workshop with the support of local experts.
The project is a way to discover the territory, to share your own opinions about it
and to trace and propose your own path through the place, raising attention on
what you consider important and underlining particulars that maybe even residents
didn't notice before. The initiative can in this way contribute to social awareness
and inclusion, youth participation, intercultural learning and increased European
citizenship by discovering a place which then after will belong to every foreign
participant, as well as to locals, who'll get a better and complete image of their own
town. The whole the project will take care of involving especially socially
marginalized youngsters too, increasing their knowledge about the place they live,
not only for hosting country, but - when this methodology would be applied - also
in the other promoters' home countries.

Coordinator:

KG YOUTH SECTOR
Cika Matina 5
KRAGUJEVAC 34000, RS
Phone: +381 64 6182379
Fax: +381 34 348612
Email: draganchen@yahoo.com

Contact:

Mr Dragan NESIC

Grant amount:

19.525,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175278-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

What voluntarism striving for?

Description:

This project is the product (follow up) of a Youth exchange realized in Poland
with the same participant organizations. During the previous youth exchange,
participants discussed about the continuation of partnership. Youth exchange
"What is voluntarism striving for?" will bring together young people from 6
countries (Poland, Croatia, Italy, Armenia, Turkey and Serbia). In total 30 young
people will work together, share experiences and present their cultures. The Youth
exchange will gather relevant organizations who are promoting new participatory
methods of active citizens' involvement in community development through
voluntarism. The main theme of this project is voluntarism. The Youth exchange
aims to increase capacities of participant organizations in volunteering
management, through exchange of traditional forms of voluntary engagement on
national levels and creating innovative tools to promote voluntarism.
The youth exchange will take place in a town Krusevac (Serbia) and it will last for
8 days. Through that process we want to promote intercultural dialogue, tolerance
and understanding between different cultures and traditions. In the first part of the
exchange, participants will present their history and roots of voluntary work, as
well as traditional forms of voluntary engagement in their countries. By presenting
different examples of traditionally voluntary work in participant's countries, we
will bring different cultures together and promote intercultural understanding.
In the second part of the exchange, participant will present and discuss about
present situation in voluntary work on their national level. Trough presentation
and discussion, participants will gain knowledge about the development of
voluntarism in other countries, compare experiences, and exchange good practise
examples. In the third part, participants will discuss about the future of voluntary
work and create suggestions for innovative approaches, methodologies and tools
for the improvement of Local voluntary services, and create new initiatives and
activities.

Coordinator:

EDUCATIONAL CENTER KRUSEVAC
Bircaninova 26
KRUSEVAC 37000, RS
Phone: + 38162291984
Fax: + 38162291984
Email: eta@ec.org.rs
Internet site address: www.ec.org.yu

Contact:

Ms Stevovic VIOLETA

Grant amount:

16.800,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175411-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

More attention, please! The Third Step beyond Disability

Description:

Youth exchange with motto "MORE ATTENTION, PLEASE!" - THE THIRD
STEP BEYOND DISABILITY is project about social inclusion, participation and
equal opportunities. It will gather 48 young people with fewer opportunities,
autism, cerebral palsy, Daun syndrome and dystrophy, but also young people
without disability facing with different social, economical and geographical
problems, from Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia and Greece. Venue of 8-days youth
exchange will be in Sremski Karlovci (Serbia).
Main aim of this project is to encourage participation and social inclusion of young
people through non formal creative workshops and various approaches in youth
work. Participants will have chance to work and spend time together, to learn
about each others cultures, to share and to break down personal and cultural
barriers. With this project we want to enable the young people with disability to
feel positive benefits of participation and inclusion and to feel able to participate
more confidently in their society, to increase mobility of young people and to
develop young people's citizenship and mutual understanding. Also we would like
to create deeper understanding of youngsters with disability among their peers and
to build their trust regarding playing an active role in the society. The non-disabled
young people will become less judgmental of disability.
In addition, the project activities are also aimed at assisting young people's
achievement of financial independence and economic well-being. They should
provide youth with practical ideas for starting their own businesses and getting
self-employed.

Coordinator:

ONO-OMLADINSKA NEVLADINA ORGANIZACIJA
PAP PAVLA 7/122
NOVI SAD 21000, RS
Phone: +381 64 1612049
Fax: +381 21 6040006
Email: ljisha.zizic@yahoo.com
Internet site address: www.ono.org.yu

Contact:

Ms Ljiljana ZIZIC

Grant amount:

14.104,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175486-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

Inclusion through Music

Description:

This exchange is focused on the inclusion of minorities through music. The
exchange will be held in the south Serbian city of Vranje. This area is ethnically
mixed (The area around Vranje has a substantial Roma minority) and has a rich
cultural and musical tradition. 40 young musicians from 8 different countries
(EU, South East Europe and Mediterranean) will gather to exchange artistic
views. They will Intermingle with local youth (musicians, artists) from different
ethnic groups (Serbs, Roma, Albanians...). Through workshops, rehearsals,
presentations, discussions, cultural evenings, integration games and excursions
the participants will learn what they have in common but as well they will
understand the importance of the diversity of European cultures. In the final
days of the exchange, the efforts of participants and local youth alike will
culminate in an open air concert where the local community and especially youth
will be involved. During the open air concert, local organizations and the
organizations of the participants have the possibility to present themselves and
their work.

Coordinator:

CITIZENS ASSOCIATION GENERATOR
Matije Gupca 16
VRANJE 17500, RS
Phone: +381 62 265 032
Fax: +381 17 416 544
Email: bojana@generator.org.rs

Contact:

Ms Bojana STOJKOVIC

Grant amount:

21.717,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175499-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

Intercultural Dialogue of Minorities

Description:

This project is a Youth Exchange called "Intercultural Dialogue of Minorities"
and it will be organized by NGO Youth Forum of Vojvodina - "VIFO". The
venue of this Youth Exchange is Kishegyes in Serbia. 30 participants form 6
countries: The Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Macedonia, Albania, and Serbia.
The theme of our project is intercultural dialogue between minorities; cultural
diversity as a positive and powerful tool within international youth exchanges by
active participation of young people; youth mobility, understanding the meaning
of European citizenship and differences between Council of Europe and
European Union.
Objectives of our project are
- to raise understanding in human rights educational approaches mainly in
connection with cultural diversity;
- to be aware of importance of cultural diversity and raise sense of
tolerance and understanding other cultures;
- to promote European citizenship, and to make participants aware of their
responsibilities as European citizens;
- to develop an understanding about aspects of active youth participation and
critical way of thinking with elements and methods of non formal education;
The dare of the Youth Exchange is from 22nd August to 31st August 2010, and
duration is 8 days (travelling days are included). Our partners are members of
YEN (Youth of European Nationalities) and they are coming from: Albania,
Macedonia, The Netherlands, Austria, Germany and Serbia
Our planned activities are; workshops on discrimination and majority-minority
relation, introduction of organizations and minorities, Living Library, creating
website, visiting cultural centres and historical monuments in Vojvodina. Used
methods will be individual and group works, learning by doing, presentations
role plays, quiz, drawings, movies and music, outdoor activities.
This Youth Exchange wants to build tolerance towards cultural diversity and
find common European routes into it.

Coordinator:

YOUTH FORUM OF VOJVODINA
Strosmayer Street 24/4
SUBOTICA 24000, RS
Phone:+381 63 8636 249
Fax: +381 24 554413
Email: suvifo@gmail.com
Internet site address: www.vifo.rs

Contact:

Ms Lidia JAKUS

Grant amount:

17.311,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175528-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

We (d²) + ing = trends across the cultures

Description:

The name of this multilateral 9-days youth exchange is "We (d2)+ ing = trends
across the cultures". "We (d2)+ ing = trends across the cultures" means that our
wedding is in fact: (we) as partners are in the dialogue of diversities, which is one
of the most important trends in modern cultures. As well as the more obvious
cultural differences that exist between people, such as language or music, there are
also great varieties in the wedding traditions and customs among cultures, ethnic
groups, religions, countries, and social groups. That's why the main aim of the
project is to develop solidarity and promote tolerance, foster mutual
understanding between young people in different countries through exploring
cultural diversity, through social inclusion, active and creative participation in
intercultural dialogue and finding innovative solutions of the common problems in
gender relations, women rights and poverty. 37 young people from Macedonia,
Serbia, Albania, Estonia, Lithuania and France will meet in Macedonia. Using
methods such as experiential learning, theatre, pantomime and intercultural
learning we will try to find differences and similarities between understanding of
young people about relationship, gender roles family, marriage and wedding
traditions. Results of exchange will be presented in a street-performance "Wedding
of my dream" with local people and in a photo exhibition showing Innovative
ideas about modem wedding that can be used as a learning material about
participating countries.

Coordinator:

CREATIVE CENTER KAVADARCI
Slovenska br 13
KAVADARCI 1340, MK
Phone: +38971383611
Email: dalibor.stojanovik@gmail.com

Contact:

Mr Stojanovik DALIBOR

Grant amount:

16.533,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176124-3.1-XM-2010-R1

Title:

Promoting cultural diversity for sustainable development

Description:

The project "Promoting cultural diversity for sustainable development" will gather
young people from different social backgrounds and different cultures, giving them
opportunity to work in a multi-cultural environment.
This activity will be held near Cetinje, old capital and historical core of Montenegro,
famous by national heritage presented in numerous museums and monuments.
Participants will be hosted in National park Loveen. Total duration of the activities
will be 9 days. Target group are young people in age of 15-25, altogether 31 persons,
plus 2 trainers. Participants are coming from Poland, Greece, Italy, Croatia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina and Montenegro.
The main objective of this project is ensuring youth participation in process of
acquiring sustainable development through promotion and valuation of cultural
diversity. Besides getting to know material monuments of other countries, young
people will experience different lifestyles and of other nations. Participants will be
expressing their attitudes, ideas, experience and creativity by taking pictures/photos
of Montenegrin monuments and providing own photos of monuments of country of
their origin. At the end of exchange, they will organize a final exhibition that will
include members of local community. 700 copies of brochures will be distributed to
all stakeholders. During this exchange, through creative workshops, discussions,
group work, role-plays, participants will use decantation to appreciate differences.
This exchange represents a tool for experiencing non-formal education,
participation, solidarity, multiculturalism, tolerance arid other European values.
Project activities and aims are in accordance with priorities of European
Commission, presented trough Youth in Action Programme 2010, as well as national
priorities presented through National Plan of Action for Youth 2006-2011 (NPAY)
and National Strategy for Sustainable Development.

Coordinator:

YOUTH CULTURAL CENTRE JUVENTAS
Bulevar Sv.Petra Cetinjskog, Maxim building, Tower C,I floor
PODGORICA 81000, XM
Phone: +382 67 34 64 07
Fax: +382 20 22 97 66
Email: ivana@juventas.co.me

Contact:

Ms Ivana VOJVODIC

Grant amount:

13.073,80 €
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REFERENCE:

176148-3.1-DE-2010-R1

Title:

Wroclaw and Lviv: Where German, Polish, Ukrainian and Israeli history
meet

Description:

36 deutsche, polnische, ukrainische und israelische Jugendliche untersuchen das
nationale und transnationale Geschichtsgedächtnis Deutschlands, Polens, der
Ukraine und Israels und begeben sich dafür auf Forschungsreise nach Wrocaw
und Lviv, zwei Städte in denen sich die Geschichte der vier Nationen begegnet
Die Diktaturen von.Nazi und Sowjet Regime stehen für Flucht, Vertreibung und
Völkermord. Gesellschaften mussten sich nach dem Krieg wieder neu ordnen, was
nachfolgende Generationen bis in die heutige Zeit beeinflusst. Die Jugendlichen
gehen auf eine Reise, die alte und neue geografische Grenzen verfolgt wie auch die
Grenzen in den Köpfen der Bevölkerung der Städte Wrocaw und Lviv untersucht.
Zu sehen, wie mit der Erinnerung von Opfern des Krieges und der territorialen
Verschiebungen ab 1945 gegenwärtig umgegangen wird, zurück zu verfolgen, wie
damit in den unterschiedlichen politischen Systemen von Deutschland, Polen, der
Ukraine und Israel bis zum Fall des Eisernen Vorhangs umgegangen wurde, und
zu begreifen, wie die Ereignisse noch heute in die deutsche, polnische, ukrainische
und israelische Gesellschaft und deren Beziehungen untereinander hinein strahlen,
soll Ziel und Zweck des Projekts sein. Es ist wichtig, im Zeitalter des
Zusammenwachsens Europas, Unterschiede in den nationalen Historiographien
zu begreifen, deren Ursachen zu erkennen wie auch verbindende Elemente
herauszustellen. Eine gemeinsame Aufarbeitung der historischen Ereignisse fuhr
zum gegenseitigen Verständnis und einer Schrittweisen Annäherung der vier
Länder.

Coordinator:

KREISAU-INITIATIVE BERLIN E.V.
c/o Allianz, An den Treptowers 3
BERLIN 12435, DE
Telefon: 0049 30 53 83 63 61
Fax: 0049 30 53 02 79 23
Email: hackert@kreisau.de
Internet Address: http://www.kreisau.de

Contact:

Ms Sandra HACKERT

Grant amount:

25.893,20 €
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REFERENCE:

176187-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

Meeting of cultures- Meeting of values

Description:

The project "Meeting of cultures - Meeting of values" is a seminar taking place in
Krushevo (FYROM) involving 8 (eight) organizations from 7 (seven) different
countries FYROM, Greece, Serbia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Albania, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, with a total of 58 participants (15 participants and one group
leader from host organization and 5 young people and 1 group leader by
sending organizations). The duration of the project from preparation to evaluation
is 90 days and the duration of the activity is 7 days. Main theme: Promotion of
common values through the implementation of dialogue among young people
with different culture background from SEE countries.
Objectives of the project "Meeting of cultures - Meeting of values" are:
- Development of intercultural learning of young people from SEE, to create
increased awareness and a deeper understanding, identify common needs and
problems and finding common solutions.
- To express unity and common visions for shared future of the people from all
ethnic groups of SEE countries and further establishment of high quality,
continuing projects and partnership
- To empower young people from SEE to engage themselves as active citizens,
capable to reflect on the essential characteristics of society. The young people
make up the future of Europe.
The project includes interactive workshops : respecting cultural differences and
promote mutual understanding, culture and tradition values in SEE vs. modern
European values, young people as active operators - not as passive target group,
creation of the possibilities for employment together through various forms of
regional networking, strong regional youth networks. It aims to help young people
identity their own culture, establish intercultural cooperation and mutual values
with youth from different European countries, exchange experiences and promote
themselves as active citizens.
The following program priorities are considered by the project: participation of
young people and cultural diversity (permanent priorities); youth unemployment
(annual priority); develop mutual understanding between young people in a spirit
of openness (specific action priorities).
To sum up, initiating activities for the creation of regional youth policy is in the
interest of youth from every country, having on mind the fact that active young
people need to be promoters of European values in the societies in the region. All
proposed topics for discussion are determined in coordination with all partners in
the project. If the project "Meeting of cultures- Meeting of values" will be
approved this paragraph may be used for publication

Coordinator:

YOUTH ALLIANCE - KRUSEVO
MISE EFTIM STR N1A
KRUSEVO 7550, MK
Phone: +389 48 476 766
Fax: +389 48 400 767
Email: krusevoyouth@on.net.mk

Contact:

Ms Biljana MARKOSKA

Grant amount:

17.378,50 €
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REFERENCE:

176235-3.1-BA-2010-R1

Title:

It's the diversity that counts!

Description:

The activities within the youth exchange "It's the diversity that counts!" are
focused on exchanging personal concepts of diversity and intercultural learning,
analyzing of the dynamics of conflicts, and discussing possibilities for the
promotion of diversity and intercultural learning as well as the question of
necessary characteristics and' abilities- for this- promotion on local and European level. The overall project is aimed to encourage the young selfawareness by showing the participants how it is possible to achieve sustainable
results in cooperation with other young people with the aim to overcome
racism, xenophobia and exclusion. Also to promote diversity among youth. The
youth exchange will take place in Prijedor, Bosnia-Herzegovina including young
people in the age between 18 and 25 years from Serbia, Montenegro, Italy,
Ireland, Lithuania and Bosnia- Herzegovina.

Coordinator:

KOZARSKI BEREK
osmi mart 56, stari grad
PRIJEDOR 79101, BA
Phone:00387 61 718 356
Email: kozarskiberek@yahoo.com

Contact:

Ms Muruveta HEBILOVIC

Grant amount:

20.621,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176266-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

Youth Exchange : Who will remember me 4?

Description:

The main theme of the youth exchange "Who will remember me 4?" is raising
European awareness and environmental protection in the region of participating
countries. Objectives of this youth exchange are in cohesion with general
objectives of the Youth in Action Programme, meaning that it will promote
young active citizenship in general and European citizenship of participants in
particular, with special retrospective on environmental protection. One of the
main objectives is to foster mutual understanding between young people from
Lithuania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, FYRO Macedonia, Slovenia, Portugal,
Turkey and Serbia as well as to promote European cooperation in the youth and
environmental fields. These goals will be met by non-formal educational
methods and activities like workshops, presentations, short lectures, practical
activities with emphasis on matter-of-fact environmental activities like tree
planting and junk cleaning. 35 young people and 9 youth leaders will participate
in the youth exchange. This youth exchange will directly involve 16 young
people with fewer opportunities. Youth exchange will take place in beautiful
mountains of central Serbia near the town of Gornji Milanovac. This youth
exchange is a part of three year long tradition in which we already organized
three youth exchanges on this topic, always mixing new and previous partners,
so the results which we got during the time can be used and improved.

Coordinator:

ENVIRONMENT ENGINEERING GROUP-ON SERBIA
Balzakova 11
NOVI SAD 21000, RS
Phone: +381 65 53 93 267
Fax: +381 21 636 71 39
Email: igor_jezda@yahoo.co.uk

Contact:

Mr Igor JEZDIMIROVIC

Grant amount:

22.722,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176316-3.1-PT-2010-R1

Title:

Creative mathematics in Multicultural / Young People(borders+barriers)=Peace + Understanding

Description:

"Creative Mathematics in Multicultural Europe" - International Youth
Convention, is an annual event of YEU International since 1983 that uses nonformal education that will require young people to be active and creative in a
'mathematical equation' Young People - (borders + barriers) = Peace +
Understanding. 75 participants from 25 different European and Mediterranean
countries will focus on finding solutions to the equation and identify creative
and innovative methods for removing borders and barriers in Europe and its
neighbourhood at both macro and micro levels which threaten our peace arid
stability.
The participants will consider borders and barriers in all their forms including
geographical borders and social barriers. Special emphasis will be placed on the
barriers which young people with disabilities in Europe face and for this reason
young people with disabilities will be prioritised for participation in the exchange
as both leaders and participants. Attention will also be given to the specific areas
in Europe and our neighbouring countries where geographical border disputes
threaten peace in Europe.
The activity will take place in Ukraine between 14 and 26 August 2010 In three
different locations: Lviv, Odessa and Kiev. Accommodation will be. in home
stays with Ukrainian families and also in youth hostel accommodation. Ukraine
with its specific border situation bordering with many EU, other European
countries and the Black Sea will provide an idea:! and unique setting to discuss
this subject. The project is already supported by European Youth Foundation
that will bring additional participants and contribute to greater diversity in the
traditional event.

Coordinator:

YEU YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING
POB 953
FARO, PT
Phone: +351 91 020 33 53
Email: gabriella@yeu-international.org
Internet site address: www.yeu-international.org

Contact:

Ms Gabriella CIVICO

Grant amount:

35.550,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176341-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

Event Plastic Fish Can Fly

Description:

Even plastic fish can fly... In the case that you do not believe we invite you to
come to small Macedonian city Rrusevo and together with 40 participants from
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, France, Latvia, Lithuania,
Macedonia, Serbia discover more about different ecological issues and problems
around Europe as well as about technique of creative recycling.
Within eight days exchange the participants will encourage to take part in
different non-formal activities and through them to get to know more about
different ecological issues as well as about different attitudes of European
countries to the main ecological problems as recycling, or looking for alternative
sources of energy. The participants will not just take part in discussion or in
workshops. Moreover they will have and a chance improve their creative skills
and together create new art through creative recycling techniques. Besides the
ecological workshops and creative recycling activities the participants will have
an opportunity to learn about photography and to get to know basic
photographic skills, because photography is not just the way how to document
the process of change plastic bottles to art piece, but it is also way how to
document the life on our Planet, the life which needs to be protect. At the end
of the project the participants will have an opportunity to connect ecology,
creativity and photography and share their new knowledge through ecological
exhibition with local communities of their countries.

Coordinator:

YOUTH FORUM EYE
Marsal Tito 86
STRUGA 6330, MK
Phone: +389 46 789 360
Fax: +389 46 789 360
Email: zlatko@youthforumeye.org.mk

Contact:

Mr Zlatko SURDOSKI

Grant amount:

20.801,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176481-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

Shortcut to Happiness

Description:

Austrian writer Vidd Baum has said that there are shortcuts to happiness, and
dancing is one of them. This quote has inspired the title of 11-days Youth
Exchange Shortcut to Happiness, main theme of which is contemporary dance
and dance imagery. Overall aim of the Youth Exchange is to increase social
connectedness of long-term unemployed and aiming at people-with -less -access
to education-opportunities trough a non-formal learning platform for
developing their social and employment skills, creative talents and considering
alternative carrier opportunities. What lie at the heart of the project is the
cultivation of transferable skills and attitudes - and a new sense of belief in self
and others. Proposed program is intensive and challenging - a program for
people who have to dance! Each group will prepare a story expressed in short
creative dance and teach it to other participants. Elements of different
choreographies will be combined in a street dance performance that will be
presented in three Macedonian towns: Bitola, Ohrid and Struga. Dance
workshops will be mixed with teamwork and communication training exercises
and intercultural learning activities. Shortcuts to happiness will be explored in
Struga, Macedonia, in multi-cultural teamwork of 46 participants from Albania,
Serbia, Macedonia, Croatia, Estonia, Slovakia, Poland, Hungary and Sweden.

Coordinator:

VOLUNTEERS CENTRE SKOPJE
Sava Kovacevic Str. 57/4-6
SKOPJE 1000, MK
Phone: +389 22 77 20 95
Fax: +389 22 77 20 95
Email: nicola@vcs.org.mk
Internet site address: www.vcs.org.mk

Contact:

Mr Nikola STANKOSKI

Grant amount:

24.971,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176819-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

Revitalising our old traditional games

Description:

This Exchange is planned to provide guidance to participants in developing their
knowledge and understanding of cultural diversity throughout its
implementation.
During the eight day programme young people from six countries with different
cultural backgrounds will be involved in planning and organising their own
activities, experience a decision -making processes, responsibilities and to
witness a new culture and values. They will work together in collecting and
testing different creative and peaceful games that their parents played in the past,
instead of the violent ones that are present today. The games will assist in the
promotion of multicultural understanding which is closely related to aspects of
personal and social development where participant's self-esteem is promoted
and participants are encouraged to think about and respect the feelings of
others. The project will help to re-discover the fun of learning and playing
together, trying games played in other counties and cultures, as well as offering
participants the chance to share their own favourites. Structured activities such
as: collecting peaceful and creative games, research, adjustment and preparation
for displaying on web pages with the collected games, community field trips will
offer the participants an opportunity to learn about themselves learn more about
other cultures and ultimately change their lives and communities.

Coordinator:

YOUTH ASSOCIATION CREATIVE
NIKOLA VUKMIROVIC 23 /2
SKOPJE 1060, MK
Phone: +389 70 468 052
Fax: +389 2 3220 994
Email: jvalentina@cre-act-ive.org
Internet site address: www.cre-act-ive.org

Contact:

Ms Valentina JOSHEFVSKA

Grant amount:

17.925,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176974-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

Water-The Source of Life

Description:

One of the world biggest problems is connected with the access to clean water
for drinking for people. There are millions of people on the earth planet without
access to clean water for drinking and the ones that have this opportunity do not
respect and do not know enough about water meaning. "Water - the source of
Life" project will introduce the topic of safe and clean environment with a
special aspect on one of the Millennium development goals - sustainable
environment - clean drinking water, the water use, all in order to raise the
awareness of the young generation about the meaning of water and the
environment in general in our every day life. The water is the source of our life,
but do we know to save and appreciate this? 40 Youngsters from Macedonia,
FYR; Serbia; Romania, Bulgaria, Italy, France, Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Croatia will work together for 8 days in Dojran on the Youth Exchange "Water
- the source of Life" discovering the usage of water, finding the meaning of
water in our daily life and developing a sense for respect and appreciation of
what nature has given to us through simulation exercises, teambuilding and role
play exercises, through games and discussions. These youngsters will later work
on developing practical exercises and brochure with the main topic -we need to
save water - they will developed a tool for others to have the chance as well to
learn about the water. Water exercises and the brochure will be later published
in a wider booklet and in future will be introduce to youngsters to learn about
water. Furthermore youngsters coming from different social, religious, cultural
background, coming from less developed areas and with fewer opportunities
regarding travel and cooperation with others will have the chance to learn more
about culture in general, differences and similarities among different ones, as
well as have a chance to develop a link and cooperation for the future.

Coordinator:

KREATOR KUMANOVO
17 NADA MIHAJLOVA
KUMANOVO 1300, MK
Phone: +389 76 48 76 78
Fax: +389 31 412 498
Email: martintrajkovski@yahoo.com
Internet site address: www.kreator.mk

Contact:

Mr Martin TRAJKOVSKI

Grant amount:

18.320,00 €
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TRAINING AND NETWORKING

REFERENCE:

175326-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

Opportunities for Equality, Promotion of Equality

Description:

The aim of this Training Course is to empower youth workers, leaders and
activists with skills and knowledge necessary for the work with representatives
of different minorities. The Training Course will seek to develop their positive
attitudes towards work with minorities, especially within the context of PostCommunist countries from among Programme and South East Europe and
Eastern Europe and Caucasus Partner Countries.
During 6 days we will examine citizenship and inclusion of minorities by
exploring values, identity and perception but in the same time we will provide
opportunities, skills and knowledge to the participants so they can successfully
run projects within Youth in Action programme in the future. The most
important focus will be citizenship and inclusion of minorities into European
integration process.

Coordinator:

MINORITY LEADERS FOR SOCIETY MLS
UI. Karl Marks 32a
STIP 2000, MK
Phone: +389 77 566 118
Email: mls_macedonia@yahoo.com

Contact:

Mr Mile KRSTEVSKI

Grant amount:

18.640,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175525-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

Training course "Sustainable development in everyday youth NGO life.

Description:

The training course is aiming at awareness raising on the potential that youth
environmental protection and sustainable development. Furthermore, we aim
to improve youth organisations in their engagement with environmental
issues. The main theme of the project is what youth organisation can do to
contribute to sustainable- development and environmental protection. This
theme will be discussed and analysed during training course on several levels how can we improve our environmental actions, how our activities and regular
work can have effects on environment, what is relation between cultures and
sustainable development and what can we do together to make an impact.
We will base training programme and methodology on European youth
trainings practice, also presenting other possible approaches. Trainers will
build programme around inputs, experiential learning and lot of practice.
Another important feature of this training course will be self directed learning
process of participants. Intercultural learning will focus on attitudes of people
towards environment in different cultures. Added value of this training will be
the possibility for participants to share their practice about environmentally
friendly management and environmental projects with local youth
organisations and visitors of the ecological manifestation "Novi Sad Autumn".
Participants will act as multipliers after the training course and they will
advocate in their organisations to implement environmentally friendly
management, activities and actions.

Coordinator:

VOLUNTEERS'CENTRE OF VOJVODINA & NATURE CONSERVATION
MOVEMENT
mitropolita stratimirovica 5
SREMSKI KARLOVCI 21205, RS
Email: budjolini@gmail.com
Internet site address: www.pokretgorana.orh.yu

Contact:

Mr Budalic VLADIMIR

Grant amount:

14.714,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175541-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

No boundaries, no exclusion

Description:

The idea of the project is to empower young people, coming from different
European countries through training on tolerance and inclusion of the youth
coming from socially excluded and poor groups, with special focus on Roma
youth, through different tools of non-formal education such as sports and
games, intercultural workshops as well as the workshops on discrimination,
and influence them to become more active citizens in their communities
fighting discrimination and raising awareness of difficult situation of young
people coming from marginalized groups. Participants will also gain the skills
for peer education method of work, so that they are able to transfer the
knowledge and information to their peers. The project will also network
young people on European level and enable them to plan future joint actions
and projects. On the level of the participating organizations, they would all
gain trained peer educators who could further work on this issue once they are
back home.

Coordinator:

CLUB FOR YOUTH EMPOWERMENT 018(CYE 018)
Djure Stugara, 1
NIS 18000, RS
Phone: +38 16 389 728 95
Fax:
+38 118 225 591
Email: sanjatosic1@hotmail.com

Contact:

Ms Senja TOSIC

Grant amount:

16.335,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175618-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

Art Inclusive

Description:

8-days Training Course Art Inclusive creates non-formal learning space, where
youth workers and project leaders will acquire knowledge about social impacts
of art activities and elaborate working tools that would encourage talent
development, entrepreneurial mindsets and increase social connectedness of
unemployed young people facing multiple difficult obstacles. Participants will
learn how to use various art methods for cultivation of transferable skills and
attitudes that can be applied in professional work. Art Inclusive will bring
together ten non-governmental organizations working for young people with
fewer opportunities, each of them represented by two participants. In
multicultural teamwork, using experiential learning principles, non-formal
learning methods and creative thinking techniques participants from countries
with youth unemployment rates above average in EU27 - Spain, Latvia,
Slovakia, Poland, Greece, Macedonia, Serbia, Kosovo, Albania and Croatia will exchange experiences, tools, develop new approaches in social inclusion
work, as well as improve their planning, facilitation, teamwork skills and
intercultural competence.

Coordinator:

VOLUNTEERS CENTRE SKOPJE
Sava Kovacevic Str. 57/4-6
SKOPJE 1000, MK
Phone: +389 22 77 20 95
Fax:
+389 22 77 20 95
Email: nicola@vcs.org.mk
Internet site address: www.vcs.org.mk

Contact:

Mr Nikola STANKOSKI

Grant amount:

15.456,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175675-3.1-2010-R1

Title:

Creating New Tools for Genocide Education

Description:

Training course Creating new tools for Genocide education will be hosted in
Albania from Beyond Barriers Association. The project will bring together 26
participants from different EU, SEE, Mediterranean, Caucasus countries to
discuss and share their experience about working with young people on sensitive
historical issues including violence and conflict. The main working methods will
be based in non formal education approach. The main topic will be related with
genocide education and human rights education.
Participants will be coming from a range of different countries and background,
including those affected by genocide and violence in past. During the six-day
programme have the opportunity to listen, and discuss, share ideas and
opinions, create new tools for promoting genocide education with young
people, debates and find common ideas on the topic of the genocide education
and human rights education.

Coordinator:

BEYOND BARRIERS ASSOCIATION
RR. DURRSIT, ISH UZINA, /
Tirana Laprake, AL
Phone: + 355 69 20 91 795
Email: anadervishi@yahoo.com

Contact:

Ms. ANA DERVISHI

Grant amount:

21.867.60 €
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REFERENCE:

175686-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

CREA-ACT

Description:

The project will gather 36 youngsters from 6 different countries not only from
the EU (Romania, Italy and Bulgaria) but also from the NON-EU countries
(Macedonia, Albania and Bosnia & Herzegovina), in order to encourage all the
participants to question themselves how much do they know about European
citizenship (providing the key competences) and to inspire them to initiate local
actions that target activities that encourage and enhance local active
participation. This training course based on non-formal education methods
giving an opportunity to the participants to exchange practices, methodologies
and approaches for improving the dialogue between young people and the
decision makers. The aim of the project is to broaden participants knowledge
about European citizenship and active participation and to motivate them to
apply the acquired knowledge, skills and understanding to play an effective role
in the society, primarily on local level but also national and international levels.
The 7 day training course will take place in Kicevo, Macedonia. The projects end
result is to have an empowered group of youngsters that will already have on
disposal a list of possible actions developed through out the training to
implement in their countries in order to empower and motivate other young
people to play the role of active shapers of their societies.

Coordinator:

MACEDONIAN COMMITTEE OF THE EUROPEAN YOUTH PARLIAMENT
50ta Divizija N36/9
SKOPJE 1000, MK
Phone: +389 70 387 757
Email: mirije.sulmati@gmail.com
Internet site address: www.eyp.org.mk

Contact:

Ms Mirije SULMATI

Grant amount:

23. 259,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175689-3.1-PT-2010-R1

Title:

Mainstreaming Gender issues in organising youth exchanges and training
courses on international Level -Road to gender equality

Description:

The main aim of this training course is to train participants about how to ensure
that gender issues are mainstreamed and taken into account in planning and
implementing International Youth Exchanges and Training Courses. YEU and
our member organisations consistently maintain high quality standard
organizing, implementing, evaluating and securing an effective follow up of the
activities but we believe that ah improvement is needed related to awareness of
gender issues in this process. This training course, held in Azerbaijan will
Involve 36 active leaders active on the international level between 18 and 30
years old, from all over Europe and North of Africa. Four trainers will lead this
course using non-formal education methods.
By improving the capacity for gender mainstreaming in the trainees we expect to
improve the quality standard of the exchanges and training courses organized
within the network and the partners. In this way we aim to combat
discrimination and promote equality of opportunities and participation
regardless of gender. This increase in awareness and competences in gender
issues will also have a multiplier effect in the local work of the member
organisations and in the wider society increasing the potential of the network
and our partners to combat discrimination and promote European values pf
equality in all areas of society.
Different perspectives concerning gender will be taken into account especially
those related to cultural, religious and social backgrounds. Recent YEU
experiences of activities in Azerbaijan on European Citizenship and the IYË on
Inter-religious Dialogue in Albania also funded by YiA have shown us that this
is important. The specific experiences and perspectives of the Roma and Muslim
communities in Europe regarding gender equality will be given special attention.
In this content the ideation of Azerbaijan was chosen to host the training course
and partners were chosen from countries with significant Roma minorities in
order to be able to be able to provide an authentic reference. Point tö the
complexities of gender issues that exist across Europe and that we are obliged to
deal with in our international activities.

Coordinator:

YEU YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING
POB 953
FARO, PT
Phone: +351 91 020 33 53
Email: gabriella@yeu-international.org
Internet site address: www.yeu-international.org

Contact:

Ms Gabriella CIVICO

Grant amount:

26.595,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175717-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

Developing Competences in Organizing Youth Outdoor Projects

Description:

The main aim of the training course for developing competences in organizing
youth outdoor projects is to strength the capacities of youth workers and project
managers to organise large-scale outdoor events that will offer employment
possibilities for young artists and youth in general. The training course will take
place in Kumanovo in September 2010 and will gather 21 participants from 7
European countries. The issues explored, shared and discussed aim to improve
competences of two main target groups of participants:
"Youth workers; assessing and developing competences to work with young
people using music as a tool, to include youth with fewer opportunities in the
projects on local level, to organize street actions
“Youth project managers: to understand the complexity of organizing a large
outdoor event for young people, to support the process of employment of
young artists, to understand problems such as drug abuse on festivals and how
to prevent it.

Coordinator:

STREET FESTIVAL
Proevce b.b
PROEVCE 1300, MK
Phone: +389 70 234 369
Email: aleksandra.davidovska@yahoo.com

Contact:

Ms Aleksandra DAVIDOVSKA

Grant amount:

13.230,00 €
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RÉFÉRENCE:

175760-3.1-FR-2010-R1

Titre:

Des animateurs (trices) pour l égalité et l'inclusion des jeunes filles
défavoriées

Description:

L'objet du stage est de former et de doter les responsables associatifs et les
animateurs de jeunesse d'aptitudes, d'attitudes et de savoirs liés à la conduite de
projets interculturels facilitant la création d'un environnement qui favorisent
l'égalité des genres par l'inclusion sociale et économique des jeunes filles, issues
de milieux défavorisés. Cette inclusion sera facilitée par la conduite de projets
d'éducation non formelle et l'élaboration de recommandations, dans le sens où
l'égalité est une source, et un facteur, non de division, mais d'enrichissement
pour chaque société de l'espace Euro-méditerranéen et Caucasien.
Ainsi, ce stage de formation permettra aux 36 participants d'améliorer et
d'approfondir leurs connaissances, d'acquérir de nouvelles compétences et des
outils dans la conduite de projets de jeunesse, liés à l'égalité des genres et à
l'inclusion des jeunes filles en facilitant leur employabilité et luttant ainsi contre
la pauvreté tout en rencontrant de nouveaux partenaires ayant les mêmes
objectifs et désirs d'élargissement de leurs champs d'activités.
Cette formation aura lieu à Sheki (Azerbaïdjan), du 4 au 14 septembre et les
pays participants sont la France, la Turquie, la Belgique, la Bulgarie, la Grèce,
l'Espagne, l'Azerbaidjan, la Moldavie, la Fédération de Russie, l'Algérie, le
Maroc et la Palestine.

Coordinateur:

ASSOCIATION MIGRATION SOLIDARITE ET ECHANGES POUR LE
DEVELOPPEMENT (AMSED)
17, rue de boston
STRASBOURG 67000, FR
Téléphone: +33 06 61 34 26 03
Fax:
+33 03 88 61 71 67
Email: amsed@wanadoo.fr
Site internet: www.amsed.fr

Contact:

Mr Djilali KABECHE

Montant subvention:

39.498,41 €
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REFERENCE:

175859-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

Training Course "Female power against poverty and gender
marginalization"

Description:

When we mention poverty we think about low income, when it is actually much
more under neat it. It is also a lack of power, and more important, a lack of
choice. The reality says that unequal power relations are present everywhere with
no matter If it is about rich or poor country and they are based on gender, class,
age, ethnicity, and disability. But above all, gender based discriminations,
dominate them and create double oppression for already many women and gifts
and therefore they end up as poorest of the poor.
In order for changes to be made, this training course will give different tools,
methods, skills and knowledge to youth workers and volunteers on how to
multiply and raise the awareness for the importance of women's rights being at
the forefront of the fight against poverty.
The participants together with their organizations after the 7 days training
course will be empowered to act as fighters for women's rights and make a wave
of challenging the old behaviour of violence against women.

Coordinator:

ASSOCIATION FOR PROGRESS EDUCATION AND LOBBYING - PEL
UL. DIMO HADZI DIMOV 54B
SKOPJE 1000, MK
Phone: +389 70 837 850
Email: adrijanasteriova@yahoo.com

Contact:

Ms Adrijana STERIOVA

Grant amount:

18.790,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175874-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

What? Conflict? - It is a peace of cake!

Description:

The training main objectives are :
- To train youth workers of SEE and Programme countries in conflict
management and conflict resolution;
- To motivate the participants to acquire knowledge, skills and good practice to
prevent conflicts that might happen in local, national, international level where
they are working.
- To build new partnerships between Program countries and partners countries
from SEE
region to create new project' ideas within the Youth in Action Programme;
- To make participants able to experience and solve misunderstandings dwelling
from the clashes of different cultures / relationships among minorities and
majorities.
- To provide knowledge about possibilities of co-operation with SEE within the
Cooperation with Neighboring Countries of the Youth in Action Programme;
- To promote non-formal education as an instrument for conflict resolution and
present different recourses they can use in youth work. To create atmosphere of
common understanding between people representing different cultures, working
styles, etc. To encourage the participation of young people by the exchange of
different approaches and working methods in order to prevent conflict.

Coordinator:

KULTURNO UMETNICKO DRUSTVO "BRANKO RADICEVIC- YOUTH CLUB
X/O BOLJEVCI
Brace Veselinovic 2, BOLJEVCI
BELGRADE 11275, RS
Phone: +381641235431
Fax:
+381118403939
Email: vcom@net.yu

Contact:

Mr Vojislav VUJIC

Grant amount:

14.380,00€
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REFERENCE:

175898-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

NFE working for you(th)

Description:

This 6 days long training course "NFE working for you(th)" is dealing with the
topics of Youth (un)employment and non-formal education. This project aims
at empowering and encouraging youth organisations to focus their efforts on the
urgency of providing necessary competences to young people who were, never
employed and to become a space where those who recently lost employment
can maintain their competences and use them in the civic life. The training
course will be organised in Sremski Karlovci, Serbia and will gather 26
participants from 7 organizations and groups from Croatia, Serbia, FYR
Macedonia, Lithuania, Latvia, Italy and Turkey.
Some of the specific objectives are:
- To explore the possibilities of the Youth in Action program as a tool in the
combat against unemployment;
- To encourage active citizenship and develop sense of entrepreneurship;
- To reflect and exchange opinions about the youth unemployment in different
European countries;
- To identify the competences that can be obtained through European, nonformal learning projects and their certification by the Youthpass;
- To encourage the creation of future projects in the Youth in Action frame with
unemployed youngsters as a target group of promoters.
The training course will follow the non-formal education approach. A
combination of different creative and interactive methods will be used by the
international training/facilitating team and designed upon the profile of
participants. The course programme and contents are organised to allow for the
maximum participation of the group using active and participatory methods.

Coordinator:

CENTRE FOR NON-FORMAL EDUCATION AND LIFE-LONG LEARNING
TAKOVSKA 5
NOVI SAD 21000, RS
Phone: +381 64 051 0025
Email: milicam78@gmail.com
Internet site address: www.cnell.org

Contact:

Ms Milica MILOVIC

Grant amount:

17.844,00 €
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REFERENCE:

175984-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

Up to a Challenge?

Description:

Volunteering service for young people is an efficient means of professional and
personal development. Skilful and enthusiastic mentor can give an important
contribution to maximize learning benefits. Eight days training course "Up to a
Challenge?" is designed for support staff of EVS volunteers and will provide the
opportunity to deepen knowledge, skills and competencies relevant in
mentoring. Overall aim of the training course is to increase the quality of EVS
activities through development of competencies of mentors and those who are
directly involved in the support system around EVS volunteer on the hosting
side. Participants will develop skills that are important to be efficient and able to
provide required support and guidance to volunteers. The training will start with
discussion on educational nature of volunteering service, on roles and
characteristics of a good mentor and continue with workshops and simulations,
during which the participants will improve their knowledge about cultural
adaptation and cross cultural, communication processes, trust building, will
develop coaching skills, communication skills and emotional intelligence.
Program includes meeting volunteers and representatives of organizations
working with EVS program in Macedonia and facilitates sharing experiences and
best practices among mentor from different countries. Special emphasis will be
put on approach to volunteering service as means of including young people
with fewer opportunities and unemployed young people to whom EVS might be
a chance to learn new occupational skills and gain new carrier opportunities. The
methodology used in this training activity is based on experiential learning,
dynamic working methods will be applied that require active participation. The
project involves 33 participants and experts from 14 organizations working with
EVS or planning to develop volunteering service projects within 2010 - from
host country Macedonia, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Albania,
Montenegro, Turkey, Estonia, Lithuania, Portugal, Poland, Romania, Bulgaria
and Greece.

Coordinator:

YOUTH FORUM EYE
Marsal Tito 86
STRUGA 6330, MK
Phone: +389 46 789 360
Fax:
+389 46 789 360
Email: zlatko@youthforumeye.org.mk

Contact:

Mr Zlatko SURDOSKI

Grant amount:

18.905,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176008-3.1-BA-2010-R1

Title:

Lost in Transition: Rights and Privileges for Minority Youth

Description:

Training course titled "Lost in transition: rights and privileges for minority
youth" will join together 30 youth workers coming from minority
communities. Project aims at providing youth workers with the opportunity to
meet and exchange their own realities related to minority issues, especially on
the problems that young people are facing due to their ethnicity, gender,
religion, language, and foster them to be engaged in development of effective
educational activities with/for young people in the topic of minority rights and
integration.
We think that it is very important that young people from minorities get
involved in integration processes and youth organizations / youth workers can
play a fundamental role in it, to push them to understand the role they should
play as active citizens for their communities.
The participants will be familiarised with different manuals on minorities
education and discuss how to best use it and adapt it to their local contexts
and realities; This course will prepare young people to plan and run youth
activities on Education regarding minorities especially in the frame of the
YOUTH in Action programme. The project is also directed to establish a
bridge between our organization and the European network of trainers,
multipliers and youth organizations active in promoting this issues especially.
The participating countries include 6 EU, Turkey and 8 neighbouring partner
countries to diversify the background of the youth leaders participating.
The venue is set to Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina, for its special status and
ethnic composition.
The training course will follow the "non formal education approach". A
combination of different creative and interactive methods will be used
according to the profile of the participants.

Coordinator:

ASOCJIACIJA GREDITELJI MIRA
Bulevar Narodne revolucije 35
MOSTAR 88104, BA
Phone: +38761 209 388
Fax:
+387 365 52 408
Email: armel.sukovic@graditeljimira.org

Contact:

Mr Armel SUKOVIC

Grant amount:

22.969,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176031-3.1-AL-2010-R1

Title:

Intercultural approach in conflict management

Description:

The aim of the project is promote Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)
methods in conflicts involving and affecting young people. The training will
gather 26 participants from Programme and SEE
Countries and will be hosted in Albania. The training course will be based on
non-formal learning methodology.
During the training participants will be given sufficient space to discus different
topics such as prejudices and stereotypes about culture, intolerance and
discrimination as well as other factors that cause conflicts.
The partner promoters aim to equip participants with new skills, understanding
and good practice on solving different conflict situations on different levels.
Participants will have the possibility to give their own examples of conflictive
situation and share with others the solutions they found.
The project is aimed at reaching a multiplying effect through a series of trainings
on ADR led by participants in their sending organisations.

Coordinator:

BEYOND BARRIERS ASSOCIATION
RR. DURRSIT, ISH UZINA, /
Tirana Laprake, AL
Phone: + 355 69 20 91 795
Email: anadervishi@yahoo.com

Contact:

Ms. ANA DERVISHI

Grant amount:

19.788,80 €
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REFERENCE:

176058-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

Let's EVS now

Description:

Project "Let's EVS now!!!" is initiated by NGO "LDA" (LDA stands for Local
Democracy Agency) which has the main activity of a 6 day Training Course,
held in Subotica, Serbia, for 25 participants; within the Youth in Action
Programme of the European Commission. Countries involved as partners are:
Norway, Macedonia, Hungary, Bosnia, Finland and Serbia.
Training course is about personal, social and professional development of EVS
volunteers and recognition of learning process within EVS projects by using
Youthpass. The idea of this project was originated on a Partnership Building
Seminar on Action 3.1 on Ideal Quality of EVS between EU and SEE countries
in April 2009, Kokkola, Finland. The overall aim of the training course is to
train EVS (task) related persons, mentors, tutors, sending organization, EVS
promoters for being aware and raising understanding about quality aspects of
EVS projects according to proposals of Youth in Action programme..

Coordinator:

LOCAL DEMPOCRACY AGENCY
Trg cara Nenada 15/I
SUBOTICA 24000, RS
Phone: +381 24 54 587
Fax:
+381 24 54 587
Email: evs_subotica@hotmail.com

Contact:

Ms Olga PERUSIC

Grant amount:

15.259,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176542-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

Colours of Europe - Training course on developing and improving
methods, tools and techniques of intercultural learning by youth leaders

Description:

The theme of our 7 days training course which involve 24 participants from 8
countries in Mali Idjos, Serbia: youth leaders should be prepared and experienced
to deal with themes as stereotypes, prejudices, critical way of thinking,
antidiscrimination, cultural diversity, intercultural dialogue and cross cultural
cooperation. Important to realize that being Roma person or represent different
ethnic than the majority are part of cultural diversity. Intercultural dialogue
happens when young people can realize differences and accept and tolerate it
within their own culture and cross community cooperation can happen when
youth with cultural differences start to work together in promotion of cultural
diversity and build together a peaceful society. These are hard steps where youth
leaders have lots responsibility and they have to be prepared. They should
experience and understand their own reactions and thoughts. During this TC, they
can have own experiences and build a partnership with other youth leaders with
whom they should build a multiplier network on promoting cultural diversity and
human rights.
Main aim is to train youth workers, youth leaders to be capable for preparing,
running and evaluating methods, tools and techniques on cultural diversity,
intercultural dialogue and cross cultural communication within local and
international youth projects. To build a strong theoretical background based on
own experiences and give a chance to lead different methods, tools and techniques
concerning hot issues.
The course is based on the principles and practise of non formal education taking
account participants needs, motivations and previous experiences as starting point
of the programme. Variety of methods will be used during the TC: Active
methods for group dynamics; Work in mixed groups; Learner-centred and based
on the experiences of participants; Based on a personal responsibility for learning,
supported by a strong group dimension and a collective approach', Enabling
participants to apply and transfer what they learnt to their youth work practise;
Taking into account the needs and motivations of participants and be open to
regular feedback and evaluation. Ongoing self assessment process went during the
whole training course on own learning outcomes.

Coordinator:

THE UNION OF HUNGARIAN STUDENTS IN VOJVODINA
24/4, Strossmayer Street
SUBOTICA 24000, RS
Phone: +381 24 55 44 13
Fax:
+381 24 55 44 13
Email: r.melinda82@yahoo.com
Internet site address: www.vamadisz.org

Contact:

Ms Melinda RUMENJAKOVIC

Grant amount:

15.629,75 €
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REFERENCE:

176699-3.1-MK-2010-R1

Title:

We cre8 the climate together!

Description:

"We Cre8 the climate together!" is a project designed to address the issues of
youth active participation in promoting European values, and making a visible
impact in the priority of Awareness-raising and mobilization of young people
around global challenges, with special emphasize on Climate changes. This
training course aims to foster understanding of the benefits from being an
active citizen and encourage participants to find common values through
intercultural dialogue. The project is developed to bring together 28 young
people from different backgrounds, to unite two EU (Portugal and Estonia)
and two non-EU countries (Albania and Macedonia), for 7 days, and stimulate
a sustainable long term cooperation in the field of exchange of EU values,
while providing a platform for youth active participation and debate. The
course will take place in Veles, Macedonia, known as a town with rich cultural
tradition. Additionally, Veles is one of the towns where the debate for youth
participation and mobilization on pollution and climate changes is ongoing.
The course programme is full of innovative teaching techniques, which set a
new standard of training quality. Finally, this project will enable young people
voice their aspirations and send out a message to the world in a way that is
going to make an impact by using creative media.

Coordinator:

CRE8IVE8 YOUTH MEDIA PRODUCTION
Partenij Zografski 62
SKOPJE 1000, MK
Phone: +38971302767
Email: martin@cre8ive8.org

Contact:

Mr Martin ANGELOVSKI

Grant amount:

19.895,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176785-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

Rural Youth Connect 2 YIA

Description:

NGO "ORO - Sustainable Rural Environment" from Novo Orahovo, Serbia is
organizing a Training Course so called "Rural Youth Connect 2 YIA" where 24
interested youth from 6 countries: Slovakia, Albania, Hungary, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Bulgaria and Serbia will participate with the aim to introduce the
Youth in Action Programme to youth workers from rurally isolated areas, in
urban problem zones and geographically isolated areas.
The theme of the training course is:
To bring together youth workers from small NGOs from rural and distant areas
without big experience with YIA Programme; to deepen knowledge, skills and
attitudes in order to better plan, organize and implement YiA projects; to
contribute in developing high quality and innovative projects in Youth in Action
Programme. We want to motivate and encourage youth workers and leaders
form these areas to support young people to access and participate with Youth
in Action programme and to help them generate new ideas, as well as give them
the motivation to start new activities.
The main aims and objectives of the training course:
- is to motivate youth workers in rural areas, urban problem zones or
geographically isolated areas to support youngsters to be informed and actively
involve with Youth in Action programme
- to help them to discover the Youth in Action programme
- how to motivate young people in their area to take a more active role in their
community
- to learn and share tools and ideas for motivating young people
- to explore the power of non-formal learning and Youthpass
- exchange of experiences, knowledge, skills and attitudes
- to be aware of importance of cultural diversity in local, regional and
international level
- initiation of a profound discussion on essential components of rural youth
work (e.g., ideology based organisations, voluntary youth work, participation,
community work and networking)
- partnership building and gaining new ideas
The methods and methodology of the TC is based on non-formal learning.
Group members will experience process of cultural principles such as dialogue,
mutual understanding, giving constructive feedback, decision making, selfexploration, attitude of analytical approach. After completion of this training,
participants will contribute to the development of their local community as to
the region as well, through direct impact on youth in their work.

Coordinator:

ORO - SUSTAINABLE RURAL ENVIRONMRNT
13 May 22.
NOVO ORAHOVO 24351, RS
Phone: +381 62 16 38 073
Email: oro.orongo@gmail.com

Contact:

Ms Agota JAKUS

Grant amount:

14.107,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176792-3.1-AL-2010-R1

Title:

Living together in intercultural society

Description:

This training course will be implemented by Albanian organisation Walk
Together and will gain 28 participants from 4 different regions: Participants
from EU countries, SEE region, Mediterranean countries and Eastern Europe
and Caucasus in a six day training course. Theme of the training is related to
migration. It is migration that is changing the social structures of various
countries, it is migration finally that is the main issue that youth and NonGovernmental organizations working with minorities have to face in their daily
work. As a consequence one of the aims of the training are the demographic
problems and the role of the migration process in the development of the
European multicultural societies.
The aim of the Training Course is to combine the minority youth inclusion
models of different countries presented in activity and give the participants
necessary skills, knowledge and develop positive attitudes towards work on
social inclusion. Comparing different models of minority inclusion in European
Union, South East Europe, Caucasus and Mediterranean country will be a
challenging experience and young people will profit a lot.
Methodology of training will be based in non formal education encouraging
participants to be active and folly participate in training contributing with their
experience, expertise and creativity.

Coordinator:

WALK TOGETHER
RR. Budi, Mbrapa Godines 22-23, Perballe Viles Nr 3
TIRANA, AL
Phone: +355 692083896
Email: edison_frangu@yahoo.com
Internet site address: www.walk-together.com

Contact:

Mr. Edison FRANGU

Grant amount:

21.467,60 €
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REFERENCE:

176837-3.1-BA-2010-R1

Title:

Starting at ones' s step - active youth participation for environmental
protection

Description:

Taking into consideration that environmental protection needs first of all a
sharpened awareness towards the values and the importance for the
conservation and protection of natural resources on local level the TC "Starting
at one's doorstep - Active youth participation for environmental protection" is
aimed on the development of a mutual understanding among the participants
how to implement a local youth project including all stages of planning,
preparation, methodology, project implementation and evaluation focusing on
environmental protection. The TC addresses young Europeans, facilitators,
project leaders and peers active and interested in the theme environmental
protection. Although the TC is based on environmental education all methods
and techniques will be adaptable to the participant's situation and environment.
Furthermore the TC is focused on the establishment of stable partnerships
between the participants and encourages future cooperation within YOUTH in
ACTION on the core theme environmental protection on local as well as
international level.

Coordinator:

YC KOSMOS
Branilaca BiH bb, Zgrada Doma kulture bb
KLJUC 79280, BA
Phone: +387 37 661 357
Fax:
+387 37 661 357
Email: azrakujundzic@gmail.com

Contact:

Ms Azra KUJUNDZIC

Grant amount:

16.810,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176860-3.1-BA-2010-R1

Title:

Diversity beyond trapped barriers

Description:

Taking into consideration that contact between people from different cultures
does not automatically lead to improved mutual understanding and that many
people feel unable to cope with or even threatened by the presence of persons
with customs and habits rooted in other cultures, the TC "Diversity beyond
trapped barriers" is aimed to question typical approaches of Intercultural
learning within youth work with regard to qualification requirements of youth
workers involved and to what and how young people should be taught within
the context of intercultural youth work. Therefore the participants of the project
will face during the course three main priority learning areas for intercultural
learning processes as perception structures, social attitudes and the resulting
types of behaviour; understanding that the overall aim of any initial or future
projects must be intercultural learning - as a principle for the learning processes
within these activities themselves and as the general objective of European
youth work.

Coordinator:

KORITO DRINE
Novo Selo B B
NOVO SELO 75410, BA
Phone: +38762129122
Email: korinodrine@yahoo.com

Contact:

Mr Avdija JUNUZOVIC

Grant amount:

18.927,00 €
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RÉFÉRENCE:

176897-3.1-FR-2010-R1

Titre:

Noah's Arch II: From Diversity to intercultural Dialogue

Description:

Ce séminaire itinérant à travers l'Arménie, la Géorgie et l'Est de la Turquie
rassemblera 34 travailleurs de jeunesse et jeunes artistes pendant 10 jours. Le but
de ce séminaire est de permettre aux participants issus de 15 pays différents
(France, Arménie, Turquie, Géorgie, Belarus, Moldavie, Ukraine, Suède, BosnieHerzégovine, Bulgarie, Russie, Lituanie, Italie, Slovénie, Roumanie) de rencontrer
d'autres jeunes d'Arménie, de Géorgie et de l'Est de la Turquie afin d'organiser
avec eux des débats, des ateliers créatifs et des événements publics en lien avec les
thèmes représentant des défis globaux dans ces trois pays: le respect de la diversité,
la promotion du dialogue interculturel et de l'Education aux Droits de l'Homme.
Les objectifs de ce séminaire sont de :
- Se rencontrer pour discuter et échanger sur la valeur ajoutée du dialogue
interculturel et de la participation des jeunes ;
- Acquérir une expérience internationale et des compétences sociales grâce à
l'éducation non-formelle qui leur serviront dans leur développement futur et
notamment pour qu'ils deviennent des citoyens actifs, responsables et solidaires ;
- Promouvoir le dialogue interculturel! et la participation active des jeunes dans les
pays du Caucase et en Europe à l'aide d'exemples de bonnes pratiques et par le
biais d'activités réalisées en commun et en interaction avec les communautés
locales rencontrées en chemin;
- Lutter pour le respect des Droits de l'Homme, de la tolérance mutuelle, et par
opposition, lutter contre les préjugés et stéréotypes en touchant à la fois les «
passagers » directs de ce bus mais aussi en sensibilisant la population locale par le
biais des événements locaux (débats, spectacles de rues, expositions etc.) ;
- Promouvoir la paix, la résolution de conflits, la reconstruction post-conflit dans
cette région du Caucase et en Europe plus généralement en montrant par
l'exemple que la coexistence et la compréhension mutuelle de 34 personnes
différentes partageant un même bus pendant 10 jours est possible ;
- Promouvoir la solidarité et la participation active des jeunes dans la coopération
régionale dans cette région du Caucase et Est de la Turquie en impulsant le
développement de projets futurs entre les associations locales et les participants du
séminaire.
Les activités réalisées seront issues de méthodes de travail traditionnelles:
l'éducation non formelle: visites d'associations locales, théâtre Forum (théâtre
d'image notamment), apports d'experts, jeux de simulation sur les situations
interculturelles, actions locales (rencontres, débats, séances d'information sur le
programme européen Jeunesse en Action, événements festifs et animations de
rue...), ateliers et sessions de travail en petits groups, notamment pour préparer le
développement de projets futurs.

Coordinateur:

RESEAU EXPRESS JEUNE YOUTH EXPRESS NETWORK
22, Rue de la Broque
STRASBOURG 67000, FR
Téléphone: + 33 3 88 35 37 45
Fax:
+ 33 3 88 35 01 63
Email: y-en@wanadoo.fr
Site internet: www.y-e-n.net

Contact:

Ms Véronique BERTHOLLE

Montant subvention:

24.474,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176921-3.1-FR-2010-R1

Title:

EVS - The Way to European Understanding

Description:

This PBA aims at providing an unbiased platform for debate and experiences
and/or best practices' exchanges on youth issues by bringing together youth
workers, youth leaders and young people from the EU, Eastern Europe and the
Caucasus. The overall purpose is that of further developing partnership and
EVS projects among the involved countries but also to improve participants'
capacities and abilities to better manage themselves in the present labour market.
The PBA will take place in Kutaisi, Georgia, from the 19th until the 25th of
September 2010 involving participants from 11 countries (France, Belgium,
Italy, Hungary, Poland, Georgia, Armenia, Belarus, Russia, Ukraine, Turkey) in
activities such as:
- Training on the Youth in Action programme, with a specific focus on Action 2
- EVS
- Workshops focused on the tools and relational competences needed to
support projects at local level
- Simulations and role-play games to familiarize with the rules and resources to
be managed in EVS project in order to support EVS volunteers and to foster
relationships between EVS coordinators and mentors in order to establish a
mutual support network during the Implementation phase
Intercultural activities, to promote a better knowledge and understanding of the
different cultures. The overall outcome is the creation of a network among the
participants, tying them with strong bounds deriving from common interests
and projects in order for them to develop future projects and keep collaborate
for the development of powerful interconnected civil society active in youth
activities.

Coordinator:

ASSOCIATION OF LOCAL DEMOCRACY AGENCIES
c/o maison des associations - 1/a Place des Orphelins
STRASBOURG 67000, FR
Phone: +39 335 5236341
Fax:
+39 0444 231043
Email: antonella.valmorbida@aldaintranet.org
Internet site address: www.alda-europe.eu

Contact:

Antonella VALMORBIDA

Grant amount:

24.161,50 €
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RÉFÉRENCE:

176938-3.1-FR-2010-R1

Titre:

MCBE : Let's include us - MBCE : Incluez-nous

Description:

L'objectif de cette activité est de créer des partenariats et de donner aux
participants l'opportunité de trouver de nouveaux partenaires dans le cadre de la
coopération entre les pays membres de l'UE et ses trois régions partenaires
voisines. Les partenaires sont : la France, la Turquie, la Roumanie, l'Espagne,
l'Italie, la Belgique, la Grèce, l'Allemagne, Chypre, l'Algérie, la Palestine, le Maroc,
le Monténégro, la Bosnie-Herzégovine, la Macédoine, la Géorgie, l'Ukraine et
l'Azerbaïdjan. De plus, il est nécessaire de former et d'aider les animateurs de la
jeunesse et travailleurs de jeunesse à élaborer et développer des projets
interculturels de qualité y compris des activités de jeunesse qui faciliteront un
climat de tolérance, d'échange et de compréhension mutuelle entre les sociétés
civiles d'Europe et des ses pays partenaires voisins. En outre, cette activité de
constitution de partenariats permettra aux participants d'améliorer et
d'approfondir leurs connaissances, d'acquérir de nouvelles capacités et outils pour
le développement des projets interculturels liés aux différentes thématiques
transversales qui concerne l'inclusion sociale des jeunes issus de milieux migrants
ou d'un groupe minoritaire. Les participants auront l'opportunité de se rencontrer
et de développer des partenariats avec d'autres qui partagent les mêmes objectifs
et buts pour élargir leur milieu d'activité en Europe et avec ses trois régions
voisines. La formation aura lieu dans le sud de la France, dans la région de
Montpellier, pendant six jours de travail, du 29 septembre au 5 octobre 2010 et ils
seront 36 participants issus de 18 pays.

Coordinateur:

ASSOCIATION MIGRATION SOLIDARITE ET ECHANGES POUR LE
DEVELOPPEMENT (AMSED)
17, rue de boston
STRASBOURG 67000, FR
Téléphone: +33 (0)388 617 167
Fax: +33 (0)388 617 167
Email: mobilite@amsed.fr
Site internet: www.amsed.fr

Contact:

Ms Myriam BRAHMI

Montant subvention:

33.452,10 €
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REFERENCE:

176945-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

Photography Adventure TC about using creative photography as a method
for social inclusion of youth with educational difficulties

Description:

The Theme "Photography Adventure" - Training course about using creative
photography as a method for social inclusion for youth with fewer
opportunities. The main goal of our TC is to improve creativity and increase
knowledge, learning methods and experiences of participants, which they can
use in everyday work for youth with educational difficulties (lower qualified
persons) including them in active local community life.
Target group: youth workers, youth leaders, social workers, play workers,
youth animators, teachers and all people that are working on social inclusion,
inclusion people with fewer opportunities, working with discriminated and
marginalised groups of youth, and young people that are actively involved in
organization of any cultural and art manifestation, who wants to learn more
about Creative Approaches Youth Work.
The objectives:
- to promote social inclusion as a most significant value working with youth
with fewer opportunities
- lower qualified persons
- to promote young people's active citizenship
- to develop skills of participants to become multipliers in their every day work
with youth
The countries involved: Armenia, Austria, Belarus, Czech Republic, Estonian,
France, Georgia, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Netherlands,
Romania, Serbia, Turkey, Ukraine; The Number of participants will be 34 The
implemented activities will be photography action through media and youth
workshops. The applied methods: non formal way of learning through
experience of artistic methods working on creative photography. Using
creative photography expression, participants will multiply products acquired
from our TC in their every day work for youth with educational difficulties lower qualified persons.

Coordinator:

ASSOCIATION FABRIK ART
bulevar mihajla pupina 185/25
BELGRADE 11000, RS
Phone: +381 63 468 834
Fax:
+381 21 531 568
Email: fabrikart.org@gmail.com

Contact:

Ms Zeljka MILOSEVIC

Grant amount:

22.852,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176950-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

Innovate your life : Make it Sustainable

Description:

Training course "Innovate your life: Make it sustainable" faces the main
environmental threats -unsustainable production and consumption, pollution
and climate change. It provides youth with knowledge about sustainable
alternatives - solutions of these problems - as well as ability to distinguish
sustainable from unsustainable alternatives and encourage them to become
partners and multipliers in their communities as well as at pan-European level.
The project takes place in the middle of October in Stara Planina, mountain in
the Eastern Serbia where we can find a lot of examples or developing project
regarding sustainability issue (e.g. sustainable tourism, sustainable management
of resources - small hydropower plants, management of protected areas..) the
main theme, we focus on sustainable use of renewable resources (RR), energies
and materials, locally available innovative solutions to environmental problems
that could be commonly used in different environments.
In 6 days, 26 participants from 7 neighbouring (Serbia, Macedonia, Albania,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Armenia, Croatia, Montenegro) and 5 EU countries
(Czech Republic, Poland, Cyprus, Italy, Portugal), will develop theoretical and
practical competencies to become multipliers in the field of RR and
sustainability; they will exchange their ideas and experiences and create followup projects. All these by using non-formal education methods - exercises,
workshops, study visits or simulation and outdoor games, partly using each
others knowledge and skills (exchanging good practices), partly under the
coordination of experienced trainers and facilitators from 6 organisations from 5
different countries. All together, there will be participants and trainers from 16
organisations from 13 different countries.

Coordinator:

YOUNG RESEARCHERS OF SERBIA - VOLUNTARY SERVICE SERBIA
Bulevar Umetnosti 27
BELGRADE 11070, CS
Phone: +381 61 27 96 740
Fax:
+381 11 311 66 53
Email: vladimir@mis.org.rs

Contact:

Mr Vladimir NOVAKOVIC

Grant amount:

17.000,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176970-3.1-HR-2010-R1

Title:

Social Software for You Too (SOSO 4 U2)

Description:

"SOSO for Youth" is a training course for youth workers, youth leaders and
volunteers active in the youth field whose aim is to build capacities of 24 youth
workers from 14 countries, for designing and managing projects for young
people by introducing them with the Social Software and other Web 2.0 tools.
The training course will also provide space for partnership building and
developing new project ideas, during the training itself, and continuing that
process during the follow up phase.
Methodology used in this training course is based on active participation and
non-formal education methods aimed at developing skills and competencies of
youth workers especially in the field of use of different Internet tools in order to
improve their everyday activities and projects done for young people and thus
increase the active participation of young people on local and international level.
'SOSO for Youth" is a 7 day training course, scheduled to take place in October
2010, in Vukovar, Croatia, hosted by Youth Peace Group Danube, with 24
young people coming from 14 different countries - Albania, Austria, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, France, Greece, Italy, FYRo Macedonia,
Montenegro, Poland, Serbia, Slovenia, Turkey .

Coordinator:

YOUTH PEACE GROUP DANUBE
Vocarska 17
VUKOVAR 32000, HR
Phone: +38532414633
Fax:
+38532414633
Email: stanivukowski@gmail.com
Internet address: www.ypgd.org

Contact:

Mr Sinisa STANIVUK

Grant amount:

14.481,00 €
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REFERENCE:

176976-3.1-RS-2010-R1

Title:

Photo Message

Description:

This training will gather 24 young people who are active in their organizations
and youth dubs to gain skills and knowledge on how to use photography in
order to achieve social change.
Objectives of this training are:
- to provide theoretical inputs and discuss meaning of social change with the
focus on poverty; to explore their role and role of their organizations in this
field within their own communities.
- to provide concrete skills to participants in order to be able to use photography
as a tool that will show their perception on poverty, and stimulate their
reflection on prevention, ways out and consequences of poverty.
- to show ways how to efficiently use photography in order to raise public
concern (by organizing exhibitions, events, online content, publications, etc.).
The training will take place in Noví Sad, Serbia and last for 9 days including
travelling days. It will involve participants from Germany, Russia, Hungary,
Croatia, Poland, Montenegro, Albania, Italy, Bosnia and Herzegovina Northern
Ireland, Turkey and professional trainers and specialists in the field of poverty,
social change, photography and 'international youth work.

Coordinator:

ONO - OMLADINSKA NEVLADINA ORGANIZACIJA
Pap Pavla 7/122
NOVI SAD 21000, RS
Phone: +381 64 20 939 08
Fax:
+381 21 47 22 840
Email: nikoleticm@gmail.com
Internet site address: www.ono.org.rs

Contact:

Ms Milica NIKOLETIC

Grant amount:

17.652,00 €
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REFERENCE:

177034-3.1-BA-2010-R1

Title:

Leader's Training - Seminar for youth leaders of international youth
volunteering activities in South East Europe

Description:

The South Eastern European Youth Network (SEEYN) ¡s a network
organisation involving 15 member NGOs, it is an attempt of overcoming
differences among societies that have recent tradition of conflicts through
bringing young people from the entire South Eastern Europe region to work
together.
The aim of this training course is to provide learning opportunity in an
intercultural setting for young people interested to gain competences for being
young leaders of international youth volunteering activities.
Objectives:
1. To provide participants with the necessary skills, knowledge and attitudes on
the subjects of good governance of volunteering actions/projects and/or their
NGOs and encourage them to improve it;
2. To empower participants with competences needed to understand and further
develop sustainability and fundraising of their voluntary actions/volunteering
projects, thus to increase their communication competences so they can prepare,
present and negotiate their ideas;
3. To discuss values, principles, benefits/threats of volunteering and create
common understanding of positive impact that European youth volunteering
has on individuals, groups and societies;
4. To offer space for personal reflection on participants own role in
organisation, his/hers-level of active participation in society and perception of
own citizenship on local and European level;
5. To secure space for exchange of different experiences, approaches, practices,
methodologies and tools in organisation of voluntary actions/volunteering
projects;
6. To facilitate future cooperation between participants and their organisations
and to empower participants to multiply effects of this training course in their
organisations;
"Leaders' Training-Seminar for youth leaders of international youth volunteering
activities in South East Europe" is a 7 day training course, scheduled to take
place end of October - beginning of November 2010, in Livno, Bosnia and
Herzegovina with 30 young people coming from 13 different countries (22
organisations).

Coordinator:

SOUTH EAST EUROPEAN YOUTH NETWORK
Behdzeta Mutevelica 8
CANTON SARAJEVO 71000, RS
Phone: +387 0 63 943 029
Fax:
+387 33 522 896
Email: domagoj@seeyn.org

Contact:

Mr Domagoj KOVACIC

Grant amount:

18.640,00 €
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ACTION 4 - YOUTH SUPPORT SYSTEMS

ACTION 4.3
TRAINING AND NETWORKING OF THOSE ACTIVE IN YOUTH WORK AND YOUTH
ORGANISATIONS

Reference:

175448-4.3-IT-2010-R1

Title:

Clown-Inside, New actions in youth work

Description:

The training course CLOWN-INSIDE New Actions in Youth Work will be
settled in Solarino and will be 7 days long. The participants will be 16 and the
countries involved are Italy, Spain, Belgium, France, Greece, United Kingdom,
Romania and Turkey.
The themes of the project are the social inclusion, the active citizenship and
the daily struggle to every form of discrimination with a particular attention to
the urban and suburban contests. The aims of the project are to get new
competences and skills in the management of the local projects targeted to
less privileged youngsters coming from disadvantage backgrounds such as the
outskirts of some European big cities. The youth workers involved will have
the change to exchange methodologies and to work on the accessing policy in
order to enlarge the participation of the young people, beneficiaries of their
activities. Will be used the active and "peer to peer" methodologies proposed
by the non formal education and the clownery aimed to improve the active
participation, the communication and the exchange of know how.

Coordinator:

LUNARIA
Via Buonarroti 39
ROME 00185, IT
Phone:+390 688 41 880
Fax: +390 688 41 859
Email: mandozzi@lunaria.org
Internet site address: www.lunaria.org

Contact:

Mrs Sara MANDOZZI

Grant amount:

17.619,00 €
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Reference:

176924-4.3-HU-2010-R1

Title:

Active citizenship and volunteering: Central and East European (CEE)
experience exchange and contact making seminar

Description:

"Active Citizenship and Volunteering: Central and East European (CEE)
experience exchange and contact making seminar" Place and time: Budapest,
3rd-6th August 2010. Countries involved: Italy, Romania, Lithuania, Slovakia,
Belgium, Czech Republic, Poland, Belarus, Ukraine, Denmark, Hungary,
Germany
Themes: European Citizenship, Inclusion of young people with fewer
opportunities Objectives:
1. to gather voluntary service organisations and those interested in the field
from Central and Eastern Europe (and those from Western Europe who are
interested in the CEE region) to exchange their experiences based on a
common historical background, similar mindsets and concepts about
volunteering in society to find ways leading to more active
civic involvement
2. to build partnerships with organisations from the region to strengthen
cooperation in the field of voluntary service
3. to reconsider and self-evaluate CEE civil organisations' strategies leading to
sustainability
4. to brainstorm and plan for a common action to be carried out in 2011 - the
European Year of Volunteering - to raise awareness on volunteering and
active participation in the societies of the participating countries of CEE.
Activities and methods:
-intercultural evening (introduction via visual aids and tastes)
-promoters' presentations of own youth voluntary service programme
-small group discussions (brainstorming, characteristics of their new
democracies)
-interactive workshops involving creative and critical thinking and
brainstorming
-in plenum discussions (experience of Communism, workshop reports, voting
on common action, etc.)
-intrapersonal (self-esteem, self-awareness) and interpersonal (negotiation)
skills' training games
-presentation of expert about democratisation in CEE (CE University,
Budapest)
-field trip (traces of Socialism in Hungary)
-individual work (mind mapping own organisation's roles in civil society)
-project work, "World Café": drafting the schemes of involving youth into
civil society action through planning a European Year of Volunteering 2011
Campaign.

Coordinator:

ECUMENICAL DIACONAL YEAR NETWORK
Hungaria krt 200
BUDAPEST 1146, HU
Phone:
+36 1 211 0112
Fax: +36 1 46 00 70 6
Email:
edyn@edyn.org
Internet site address: www.edyn.org

Contact:

Ms Eszter BOGYO

Grant amount:

6.645,00 €
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Reference:

176929-4.3-BE-2010-R1

Title:

Where Does Europe End - Regional Identity

Description:

AEGEE established the Where Does Europe End project out of interest and
concern for the future European integration and cooperation. The project
intends to collect as many different opinions as possible from European
citizens, answering questions with regard to their concept of Europe, their
identity within Europe, and their attitude towards European integration.
During the convention in León, Spain, 25 participants from different
European countries come together to examine the physical and mental
"borders" of Europe in the perception of ordinary citizens. In the course of
five days, a number of street actions are carried out in different locations in
and around León, interviewing people in public spaces about their point of
view and attitude towards Europe. Based on the results of these actions,
various evaluation and discussion units take place In cooperation with local
representatives of the political and academic world and civil society, trying to
understand the local citizens' concept of Europe.
As a second major part of the programme, in different lectures and workshops
it will be Investigated and discussed how important regional identity is for
European citizens today, and what the role of regions will be in a European
future. After interviewing local citizens in León and exploring the relevance of
sub-national identity in Europe today, the participants will visit the Spanish
Senate in Madrid and conclude the conference, discovering what was intended
to be the chamber of regions of Spain when it was founded, and meeting
politicians for a final debate about the question: Where does Europe end?

Coordinator:

AEGEE-EUROPE
Rue Nestor de Tiere 15
BRUSSELS 1030, BE
Phone: +32 2 246 0324
Fax: +32 2 246 0329
Email: denis.maksimov@aegee.org
Internet site address: http://www.aegee.org/

Contact:

Ms Agata PATECKA

Grant amount:

14.578,00 €
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Reference:

176952-4.3-BE-2010-R1

Title:

Academy 2010: Empowering young leaders, the force for change

Description:

"The Academy" is an innovative, high-level, modular training activity aimed at
experienced youth leaders and youth workers from 18 Countries across Europe, who
has extensive experience at the local and national level. This event is designed as a
focused and integrated solution to the needs of all National Scout Organizations in
Europe. Its mainly aims at encourage them to improve and adapt current
programmes and project by opening up programmes and structures to reflect the
diverse societies in Europe today. The training also aims to promote new
constructive ways of participation for young people to make their voices heard. The
Academy put in place a very innovative approach thanks to the range of flexible
modules that will appeal to the different skills and needs of the participants, offering
them focused support with the opportunity to choose which sessions to attend on
the basis of their learning needs. The specific contents of the sessions will cover four
following areas:
1. Non-formal education programmes as a fundamental tool to educate and
empower young people
2. Training support of volunteers and youth leaders
3. Strategic development of Youth NGOs
4. New forms of youth NGO communication.
The general objectives of the event are;
- Deliver a motivating and informative meeting;
- Stimulate youth leaders to reflect on the needs of their National Organizations and
then to take actions to review strategies
-Facilitate a transfer of knowledge empowering motivated, confident and skilled
volunteers,
-Provide the space for sharing, challenging concepts and ways of thinking, exploring
possibilities and developing new knowledge and practice on youth empowerment
and participation.
A number non-formal working methods will be used to involve the participants and
creating a sense of shared purpose: audio-visual presentations, case studies, group
discussions and team tasks, workshops and resource centre, role play games and
different other active methods. The majority of the participants are under 30 years
old. The activity will take place in Athens from the 26th to the 31th of October
2010.

Coordinator:

WORLD ORGANIZATION OF THE SCOUT MOVEMENT-BUREAU
EUROPEEN DU SCOUTISME-ASBL
Avenue de la Porte de Hal 38
BRUSSELS 1060, BE
Phone: +32 02 534 33 15
Fax: +32 02 534 16 54
Email: amasson@scout.org

Contact:

Ms Alix MASSON

Grant amount:

28.250,00 €
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Reference:

176956-4.3-BE-2010-R1

Title:

Don Bosco trainers for Youth in Action

Description:

Don Bosco trainers for Youth in Action is a 6-day training programme which
develops the competences of the participants to become active as a trainer on
European youth projects within the framework of Don Bosco Youth-Net ivzw.
The training course is build-up as a modular system. For each module during the
week there will be theoretical input, practical training, evaluation and individual
coaching. The modules are
1) general training skills,
2) safeguarding,
3) conflict management,
4) Don Bosco style and
5) evaluation.
Throughout these modules, all practical exercises are based on situations trainers
can encounter running Youth in Action projects.
The training course will take place in Dingli, Malta during the first week of
November 2010. It brings together 22 participants from 11 EU countries:
Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany, Poland, Malta, the Netherlands,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain and the United Kingdom.
The main aim of the training course is to strengthen the practice within Don
Bosco Youth-Net ivzw to set-up European youth projects for and by young
people. This training course ensures that there is an influx of young volunteers
which are competent of setting up and leading qualitative Youth in Action
programmes within our network.

Coordinator:

DON BOSCO YOUTH-NET IVZW
NAAMSESTEENWEG 37
HEVERLEE 3001, BE
Phone:+32 16 48 78 80
Fax: +32 16 48 78 90
Email: donbosconet@skynet.be
Internet site address: http://www.donboscoyouth.net

Contact:

Mr Rein MEUS

Grant amount:

19.999,00 €
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Referenz:

176961-4.3-DE-2010-R1

Titel:

Kreisauer Modell : Training : Advanced

Description:

Das Kreisauer Modell ist ein zweiteiliger Trainingskurs, bei welchem sich
einerseits Behindertenarbeiter/innen internationalisieren und andererseits
internationale Jugendarbeiter/innen ermutigt werden, ihren Projekte eine
integrative/inklusive Perspektive zu verleihen. Die Kreisau-Initiative Berlin e.V.
bietet seit 2007 vergleichbare Trainingskurse an, ab 2010 sollen die Kurse in
einem zweistufigen Modell (Basic und Advanced) angeboten werden. Gerade
das mehrstufige Verfahren ermöglicht eine qualitativ wertvolle Ausbildung, die
die Teilnehmer weiterentwickelt und sie befähigt nach der Ausbildung selbst
aktiv Projekte zu entwickeln und zu gestalten. Der vorliegende Antrag bezieht
sich auf den Advanced-Trainingskurs, der in dieser Form im Januar 2011
stattfinden wird. Bei dem fünftägigen Advanced-Trainingskurs wird 30
Teilnehmenden in Kreisau (Polen) vermittelt, wie internationale Projekte mit
Jugendlichen mit einer kognitiven und/oder mehrfachen Behinderung
organisiert und durchführt werden. Die Inhalte des Kurses reichen vom
vertieften Projektmanagement über die Finanzakquise (insbesondere
Fördermöglichkeiten durch das Programm JUGEND) bis zu konkreten
Methoden wie man mit internationalen inklusiven Gruppen arbeiten kann. Bei
dem vorliegenden Training werden vor allem künstlerische Methoden (Theater,
Musik, Töpfern) im Vordergrund stehen. Die Teilnehmenden haben vorher an
einem "Basic" Trainingskurs (März 2010 oder November 2010) teilgenommen
und bringen so die nötigen Qualifikationen für den Advanced-Kurs mit. Alle
Trainingskurse wurden/ werden bei dem Programm JUGEND beantragt. Bei
dem Trainingskurs werden Experten/innen aus Behindertenheimen, der
Behindertenarbeit und der internationalen Begegnungsarbeit referieren bzw.
Workshops leiten. Die erfahrenen zweisprachigen Trainer/innen des Projekts
werden für eine ausgewogene Mischung aus kreativen Lernmethoden,
Erfahrungslernen und inhaltlichen Inputs sorgen. Die wichtigsten Ziele des
Kreisauer Modells sind: die Qualifizierung von engagierten jungen Menschen,
um internationale Projekte für kognitiv behinderte Menschen durchzuführen.
Dadurch steht bei dem Trainingskurs die Zielgruppe der behinderten
Jugendlichen im Fokus der Fortbildung. So leistet der Kurs mittelfristig die
einen wichtigen Beitrag zur Inklusion von behinderten Menschen in die
europäische Gesellschaft.

Coordinator:

KREISAU-INITIATIVE BERLIN E.V.
c/o Allianz, An den Treptowers 3
BERLIN 12435, DE
Telefon:+49 30 53836363
Fax:
+49 30 53027923
Email: wunderer@kreisau.de
Internet Adresse: http://www.kreisau.de

Contact:

Mr Daniel WUNDERER

Maximaler Zuschuss:

16.076,50 €
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Reference:

176964-4.3-DE-2010-R1

Title:

Kreisauer Modell : Training : Basic

Description:

Das Kreisauer Modell ist ein zweiteiliger Trainingskurs, bei welchem sich
einerseits Behindertenarbeiter/innen internationalisieren und andererseits
internationale Jugendarbeiter/innen ermutigt werden, ihren Projekte eine
integrative/inklusive Perspektive zu verleihen. Die Kreisau-Initiative Berlin e.V.
bietet seit 2007 vergleichbare Trainingskurse an, ab 2010 sollen die Kurse in
einem zweistufigen Modell (Basic und Advanced) angeboten werden.
Der vorliegende Antrag bezieht sich auf den Basic-Trainingskurs, der in dieser
Form im November 2010 stattfinden wird. Bei dem fünftägigen BasicTrainingskurs wird 30 Teilnehmenden in Kreisau (Polen) vermittelt, wie
internationale Projekte mit Jugendlichen mit einer kognitiven und/oder
mehrfachen Behinderung organisiert und durchführt werden. Die Inhalte des
Kurses reichen vom Projektmanagement über die Finanzakquise (insbesondere
Fördermöglichkeiten durch das Programm JUGEND) bis zu den konkreten
Bedürfnissen von behinderten Jugendlichen bezüglich der Durchführung. Für
den Januar 2011 ist ein "Advanced" Trainingskurs geplant, der derzeit ebenfalls
bei dem Programm JUGEND beantragt wird.
Bei dem Trainingskurs werden Experten/innen aus Behindertenheimen, der
Behindertenarbeit und der internationalen Begegnungsarbeit referieren bzw.
Workshops leiten. Die erfahrenen zweisprachigen Trainer/innen des Projekts
werden für eine ausgewogene Mischung aus kreativen Lernmethoden,
Erfahrungslernen und inhaltlichen Inputs sorgen.
Die wichtigsten Ziele des Kreisauer Modells sind: die Qualifizierung von
engagierten jungen Menschen, um internationale Projekte für kognitiv
behinderte Menschen durchzuführen. Dadurch steht bei dem Trainingskurs die
Zielgruppe der behinderten Jugendlichen im Fokus der Fortbildung. So leistet
der Kurs mittelfristig die einen wichtigen Beitrag zur Inklusion von behinderten
Menschen in die europäische Gesellschaft.

Coordinator:

KREISAU-INITIATIVE BERLIN E.V.
c/o Allianz, An den Treptowers 3
BERLIN 12435, DE
Telefon:+49 30 53836363
Fax:
+49 30 53027923
Email: wunderer@kreisau.de
Internet Adresse: http://www.kreisau.de

Contact:

Mr Daniel WUNDERER

Grant amount:

15.776,50 €
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Reference:

176972-4.3-PT-2010-R1

Title:

Exchangology! Sustainable youth exchanges - reducing the
environmental impact of international youth exchanges

Description:

In a world where our political leaders have failed in recent months to reach an
international agreement concerning climate change the role that individuals
and civil society organisations play in ensuring sustainability of our planet is
more important than ever.
As organisations that actively promote the international mobility of young
people, especially with the opportunities offered by Youth in Action and
invariably by plane, the partners in this project recognise the need to
standardise the introduction, in all stages of our activities (planning,
implementation and follow up), mechanisms to reduce the environmental
impact of our youth exchanges. This means not only related to the travel we
use but all resources we use in implementation of the activity eg. paper, food,
electricity etc. This training course involving 30 youth leaders from 12
countries will introduce participants to the concept of Carbon Footprints and
how to calculate the Footprint of an.activity or action based on the carbon
emissions it produces and give ideas and best practices example of how
organisations can introduce carbon offsetting into the "budgets" of the
activities. In this way, the participants will have the capacity when planning
future international youth exchanges to measure the overall environmental
impact of the activity taking into account the form of travel, electricity used,
paper consumed, water consumed, food and how it is packaged and from
where it is transported to the venue etc. Following this analysis the
participants will then be trained to know how to use concrete methods and
tools to contribute to ustainability in a positive way and so balance the
negative impact of the activity creating where possible zéro carbon footprints
for the overall activity.

Coordinator:

INTERNATIONAL YOUNG NATUREFRIENDS
Jardim da Alameda
PO Box 953
FARO 8001, PT
Phone: +351 91 020 33 53
Email: marko@yeu-international.org
Internet site address: http://www.yeu-international.org

Contact:

Mr Marko PAUNOVIC

Grant amount:

19.930,00 €
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Reference:

177023-4.3-CZ-2010-R1

Title:

In Touch 2010

Description:

The In Touch 2010 training course will take place 22-28. November 2010
(including arrival and departure day) in Oostduinkerke, Belgium and will
consist of five full programme days. The project aims at the quality
improvement of youth exchanges organised in the IYNF network with the
focus on quality of the intercultural learning.
The objectives for the training course are: 1, train youth exchange leaders in
facilitating intercultural learning activities; 2. help participants to set up
international youth exchanges through capacity building; 3. support
partnership building and networking for future cooperation among the
participants; 4. Discuss values of the Nature friends and ways how to
implement them; and 5. promote the Youth in Action Programme with its
opportunities especially concerning youth exchanges.
The themes such as intercultural learning, project management, group
dynamics, communication and conflict management, Youth in Action
Programme and grant writing, networking and project development, and
others will be addressed through non-formal education with a methodological
focus on intercultural learning, experiential learning and active participation
and self-organisation of the participants. The project is organised with 9
partner organisations (10 promoters) from 9 countries for altogether -'26
participants.

Coordinator:

INTERNATIONAL YOUNG NATUREFRIENDS
Senovazne namesti 24
PRAHA 116 47, CZ
Phone: +420234621573
Fax: +42034621574
Email: mailto:mandozzi@lunaria.org joris@iynf.org
Internet site address: www.iynf.org

Contact:

Mr Joris TAANMAN

Grant amount:

15.202,00 €
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Reference:

177026-4.3 MM-2010-R1

Title:

Digital Creativity for Social Inclusion of the Youth / Youth Video
Journalism for Social Inclusion / Youth - crossmedia journalism for social
inclusion

Description:

Digital Creativity for Social Inclusion of the Youth - is a European initiative to
encourage and qualify youth workers, volunteers and directly young people
with fewer opportunities to use creative media tools to promote social
Inclusion, active participation, foster mutual understanding and intercultural
dialogue in Europe.
The principal aim of the project is to train youth workers, volunteers to use
non-formal learning methods and creative media tools and gradually qualify
young people with fewer opportunities to be youth community reporters.
Youth community reporters will create media reports for Web-TV magazines
about the youth initiatives, democracy projects, intercultural events in their
home countries as well as highlight acute issues of the European society: social
Inclusion, life of immigrants, intercultural understanding, tolerance and fight
against poverty. Youth reporters will contribute to promoting best examples
of youth and social work in a variety of forms - video, blogs and information
campaigns. Having experienced the reporter's work, young people will be able
to further engage in community social and cultural organizations.

Coordinator:

EUROPEAN YOUTH4MEDIA NETWORK E.V.
Bennostr.5
MUNSTER 48155, DE
Phone: +49251609673
Fax: +492516096777
Email: mailto:mandozzi@lunaria.org mailto:joris@iynf.org
Internet site address: http://www.youth4media.eu/

Contact:

Mr Joachim MUSHOLT

Grant amount:

41.516,00 €
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ACTION 5 – SUPPORT FOR EUROPEAN COOPERATION IN THE
YOUTH FIELD

ACTION 5.1 – MEETINGS OF YOUNG PEOPLE AND THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR
YOUTH POLICY

REFERENCE:

177094-5.1-BE-2010-R1

Title:

Welcome to Europe: a youth perspective on immigration

Description:

'Welcome to Europe: a youth perspective on immigration' is a trans-national
seminar aiming at gathering young people from different European countries
actively involved in youth organisations to share their views, discuss different
approaches and improve their know-how on the integration of immigrants in
local communities as well as to discuss about the role of youth organisations as
facilitators for the inclusion of youngsters with a migration background in the
civil society and in the political life of a given local/regional/national reality.
A total number of 80 participants will come to Malta from across the European
continent. We have project partners from Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech
Republic, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,
Norway, Slovakia, Slovenia, and the United Kingdom for a 4-day seminar
discuss the topics connected to immigration and European citizenship. The
seminar will follow three strongly related threads. First of all, with the help of
facilitators, it will improve participant's knowledge about the most burning
issues related to the integration of immigrants and its link with European
citizenship. Secondly, participants will be asked to take common positions on
policies aiming at facilitating active citizenship of young people with a migration
background following the method of structured dialogue. Thirdly, the involved
organisations will adopt common internal policies based on good practices in
order to promote diversity in their membership and in their statutory bodies
based on an open method of coordination.
The methods used will be mainly based on non-formal learning and peer-to-peer
education but also include more formal methods such as panel discussions with
politicians and other stakeholders as well as plenty of debate groups and
workshops. The learning activities will be complemented by a field visit to an
immigration centre as well as with social games and intercultural methods.

Coordinator:

YOUNG EUROPEAN FEDERALISTS
Waversesteenweg 214d
ELSENE 1050, BE
Phone: +32 2 512 00 53
Fax: +32 2 626 95 01
Email: sg@jef.eu
Internet site address: http://www.jef.eu/

Contact:

Mr Peter MATJASIC

Grant amount:

34,692.50 €
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